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Abstract 
Poinhise growth egtimates for the R-dimensional (n 2 2) half space Dirichlet and 
Neumann Poisson htegraIs are given. They are shown to be the best estimates 
possible witbia the class of fnnctions for which the iotegrals converge. A momed 
Poisson kernel can be fotmed by subtracting M tenus from the Fo\fLier expansion (in 
Gegenbanet polynomials) of the Poisson k m &  With Dmchlet data, the resulting 
modified Poisson integral satisfies u(z) = ~(lzl~+'sec"-~ t9) (z -+ m, z, > O) where 
û is the angle between z and the normal to the haf space z, = O. Here the data is 
f : Rn-' -t R and satisfies If(y) l(l + 1)-'-dy < 00. Thns, a convergent 
modified Poisson integral can be defined for any poIynomia1 data. Simflar estimates 
are obtained for the half space Neumann problem and for A-harmonic fnnctions in 
a half space. The modiiied kemels of Fialrekein and Seheinberg (1975) are used to 
write modified Poisson integrab that give a chsical solution to the half space Dmchlet 
problem for any continuous data. Growth estimates are obtained for these solutions. 
When n = 2 the Neumann k m &  is Iogarithmic and different estimates are obtained. 
A key featnre of all the above solutions is that they can have angakr and radial blow- 
up as z approaches the boundary at infinity. When jJB-' 1 f (y)l(lylP + i)dy < m for 
some p > O a similar type of modified Lemel is used to give the asymptotic expansion 
of the Poisson integral as lzl -+ m. Using the Henstock-Kuzweil integral, growth 
estimates for conditionally convergent Poisson integrab are &O given.  
A Phragmén-Lindeliif prinQple that takes into a m a n t  the above angdar blow- 
up is proved. This is done by means of b&s on cusped suMomains of the half 
space. This gives an extension of the Phragmén-Lindelof principles of Wolf (1939) 
and Yoshida (1981) and leads to a aniqueness theorem. Uniqueness is also proven 
directly using a spherical hannonia expansion. 
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some n ation. For z in the half sp ace II+ = 
{Z E Rn[zn > O) (n 2 2j let y E Rn-' be identified with the projection of x onto 
the hyperplane z, = O, which win be denoted as a&. Let 8 be the angle between 
Win write z = ru;& + z& ahere & is the ith unit coordinate vector and ê, is 
- - 
k 1  
normal to BII+. Unit vedoni wïll be denoted with a caret, 2 = z/ lz 1 for z # O. Let 
B,(a) be the open ball in Rn-' with centre a E Rn-' and radius r > O. It's surface 
element is written d When a = O we mite Br. The volume of the unit n-bal1 is 
w, = lrn/'/ï(l + n/2). When integrating over regions in Rn-' the integration variable 
is written y' and the angle between y' and y (for fixed y) is 9'. When n = 2, ne take 
0' = O or n aceording as y' and zl are on the same or opposite side of the origin. 
Of central importance wiil be the boandary d u e  problem 
for Laplace's equation (A = a2/82: + - + 82/823 Here f is a given eontinuous 
fnnction on Rn-? Such a fiinction u is d l e d  a classical solution, Le., u is twice 
continuous1y differentiable in the open half space and continuous in its dosure. The 
Poisson kernel is 
2% 
~ ( z ,  y') = - [Ir' - y12 + =:]-' 
W n  
and defines the Dmchlet Poisson integral 
When the normal derivative of u is s p d e d  on the boundary we have the Neumann 
problem, Le., replace (1.3) with 
and demand that u E C2(II+) n CI(&). 
This thesis arose fiom the following observation. There are various proofs in the 
litaatnre that if f is bounded and continuous then the Poisson integral of f is the 
unique bounded soiution to the half space prob1em (1.1)-(1.3) (see [7]). However, f 
need not be bounded for the Poisson integral to exist. The Poisson integral exists on 
rr, if 
See [23]. But then D [ f ]  need not be bounded. This leads to the questions 
(i) Under (1.6) what is the best estimate for the growth of the Poisson integrai? 
(i) What condition will ensnre uniqueness for the half space problem and be com- 
patible with the Poisson integral? 
(iii) What type of solutions does the half spaee problem admit when (1.6) fa*? 
In order for (1.1)-(1.3) to have a Miqne solution, some additional condition on u 
is necessary. OtheLwise, aay harmonie fgoction that e h e s  when z, = O codd be 
added to u. Fm example, v ( z )  = z, is harmonic and vanishes on a&. So if u is a 
solution of (1.1)-(1.3) then u+cu is as well, for any constant c And, if f is an entire 
fiuiction of the complex variable z = zl+ izt with only real eoeilicients in its power 
series, then v(xl, z2) = Im[f (z)] is hannonic in Ra and is zero on = O. Witness 
f (2) = z2 exp(-z2). Then 
and Av = O, v(xl,O) = 0. 
To ensure aniqueness, a growth condition is applied that will d e  out examples like 
the t a o  fitnctions v in the preceduig paragraph, although it need not be so stnngent as 
to demand that u be bounded. A classical resnlt is that if u(z) = o(lz1) as lz[ + ao, 
i.e., u(x)/lzl -+ O, then any solution to (1.1)-(1.3) is aniqtle- See [55]. It is shown in 
Proposition 2.2.1 that if f is boanded then D[f]  is bounded and if f has compact mg 
port then D [ f ] ( z )  = O(z,Jzl-") (z E II+, lzl + oo), i.e-, IzI"D[~](z)/z~ is bounded. 
However, ander (1.6) the best estimate is in generd D[f l ( z )  = o(lzl secn-l 0) (Corol- 
lary 2.2.1). The order relation is interpreted as &)/r + O as t + oo where p( t )  
is the supremum of ID[f](z)lcosn-' 8 over z E II+, 1x1 = r, i.e., anifom ia i as 
121 + 00. This growth estimate predicts that [z1-'D[f](z) + O d o r m l y  in 3 as 
1x1 -+ 00 if O 5 B 5 $ < 112 (z in a doeed cone intersecting & at {O)). But, 
121-'D[f](z) c m  be tmbounded if B -+ n/2 as lzl + oo. It wi l l  be proven that the 
growth condition is sharp, using the following new definition. A growth condition w 
is said to be sharp if given any fiurction Jt = o(w) and any sequace {d'f) E IL, with 
Id9 1 + o ~ ,  we can bnd data f so that the solution cozresponding to f is not Iittle oh 
of $ on this sequence (see D a t i o n  3.3.1 and Th- 3.3.1 belon). Much -of the 
literattue on the haK spaee problem de& with data f that is bounded, of compact 
support or in an P space (sa [62]). We rin &op these assumptions and be guided 
by the integrab* condition (1.6). 
Uniqneness for the half Wace problem foIIows immediately fiom a Phragmén- 
Lindelof Principle, see CoroJlary 7.3.1. A classical r e d t  is that if u is subharmonic 
in IL+ (AU 2 O), u < O on aII+ and u(z) = o(lz1) (z E il+, 14 + 00) then u 5 O 
in II+. In Chapter 7 ne will prove a more g e n d  version of this Phtagmén-LinddOf 
Principle that is compatible with the growth condition D[f](z) = o(loln-' secn-l 9) .  
This rill give a OPiquesess theorem fot (1.1)-(1.3) under a growth condition that 
allows u to be the Poisson integral of any fanction for which (1.6) holds. 
Anotha uuïqneness theorem, also in accord with u(z) = o(lzln-' secn-' @), is 
proven in Chapter 6 by expanding a harmonic h c t i o n  in spherical harmonies. 
The Poisson kernel has the expansion 
whae c$'* is a Gegenbaaer polynomial. The series converges for (y'l > 121. Each 
term in the series is a harmonic hc t ion  of z. If (1.6) fails bat /pcl 1 f ( y f ) l ( l  y'lM+n + 
1)-' dy' converges for a positive integer M then the Poisson integral caa be modified 
by subtracting the fust M terms in (1.7) from K ( z ,  y'). The new Itemel, KM(z, y'), 
wïll be of ordet ly'l-("Ch.) as ly'l + 00 and can be uaed to define a solution to (1.1)- 
(1.3) when f satisfies the weaker integd condition above. This new Poisson integral 
has growth o(lzlM+' sec"-' 8). This is proven sharp in Theorem 3.3.1. The proof 
is complicated beeause KM is no longer positive Jike K was. It is thas difficult to 
obtain a lower bound on the modified Poisson integral. A ancial tool in the proof is 
an integral representation of the modified kernel, see Lemma 3.3.1. A type of Riesz 
is used to write solutions to both the Dirichlet and Neumann problems. This kernel 
is modified as above and estimates are obtained in Theorem 3.3.1. 
In Chapta 4, various other r e d t s  on modified Lem& are collected. 
The expansion 
(valid for lz 1 > [yr[) % used to define a modidied kernel that gives asymptotic expan- 
sions of D[f ]  as 121 + oo in the case that ZR, If(g')l(dlM-' + 1)dy' < 00 for a 
positive integer M. 
It is shown that if f 1 0 and SR, f (y'f(ly'ln + 1)-' dg' = +ao then there are no 
positive solutions to (1.1)-(1.3). Note that the modified kerpeis that can be used to 
solve (1.1)-(1.3) are not positive. 
ModSed Neumann integrals are represented as integrals over modified Dirichlet 
integrals. A relation of this type is of particular importance in determiniag the growth 
in the n = 2 Neumann case. 
M. Finkelstein and S. Scheinberg have shown in [22] that for the modified Poisson 
kemel with M terms removed, if M is allowed to be a h c t i o n  of the integration 
variable y' then for any continuous ftuiction f it is possible to construct a modified 
Poisson integral for which jpn-, KM($)(2, f) f (d) dg' is a classical solution of (1.1)- 
(1.3) If M(y') is a given fiinction taking dues in the natural numbers then this 
defines an integral condition that determines a d a s s  of functions for which the mod- 
iiied Poisson integral with M(y') is convergent. We establish a growth condition for 
snch solations. And, if f is a given fiinction, ne give an algorithm for choosing M so 
that the modified Poisson integral of f converges. See 54.3. 
When n = 2, a solutio~ of the half plane N e ~ i a ~  problem is 
Here polar coo~dinates are used, 2 1  = r COS 4 and 2 2  = r siOq5, with O < q5 < rr. 
The hc t ion  rr satisfies Au = O for 22 > O and -ûu/az2 = f when za = O. The 
integrability condition is now 
Under this condition ne have the smprising estimate u(z) = o(log(l - 1 cos 4I)/ log T ) ,  
Theorem 5.4.1. This is for an odd hction. When f is not odd a tenn proportional 
to log r must be added. In order to obtain this estimate, the Neumann solution is 
written as an integrd over a Dirichlet solution. ModSed k m &  are developed in this 
case as wd. 
The Lebesgue integral has p o w d  aàvantages over the Riemann integral. It can 
integrate unbounded, nowhere continuom nuietions over unbounded domains. And, 
if each fn is a meamrable fnaction then so are limsnp f, and liminf fn (and Iun f, if 
this exists). However, Lebesgue integrals mast be absolutely convergent. This poses 
a problem for the Poisson integral. For example, if n = 2 and f (&) = & sin then the 
Poisson integral of 1 f 1 diverges but the Poisson integral of f exïsts as a conditionally 
convergent impropa Riemann integral (and is caicalated in 58.2). If f is changed 
to zero on the rational nnmbers then even this last integral fails to converge. These 
problems are ovemorne by using the Henstock-Kurzweil integral (&O cded gaage or 
generalised Riemann integral). This integral rednces to the Lebesgue integrd in the 
case of absolnte convergence but allons conditional convergence. We can then handle 
the Dirichlet problem with data for which the Riemann or Lebesgue integrai does not 
exist. Withont absolate convergence, a replacement for the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem must be fotxnd. This is done for the case at hand. A strengthened version 
of Abel's test for d o m  convergence is stated but not proved. The gxowth estimate 
for the Poisson integral with conditional convergence tanis out to be the same as the 
estimate for the Lebesgiie integral. 
It is not clear when the ilnt reference to the haIf space problem was. Certainly 
such potentid mtegrals were honni to George Green by the 182OYsy Pl]. The jus- 
tification for studying mch an muent problem that has been t d e d  by so many 
mathemaficians is that, fkst of all, the half space Laplace equation is not fidly under- 
stood. We present new growth estimates for soIuti01~ given by the Poisson integral, 
the modified Poisson integral and conditionally convergent integrab. In addition, 
these estimates are proved to be the best possible in a strong sense. Second, this is 
an important equation. Undastanding Laplace's equation and other equations with 
constant coef6cients is a cracid first step in understanding more general elliptic equa- 
tions. A typical method in the study of such equations is to %eezen the coefficients 
at a point and study the correspondiag constant coefncient equation at that point. 
Thns, for elliptic eqaations we mast have a solid the- of coustant coacient equa- 
tions. As far as nonlinear equations go, consider the remarks of N. V. Krylov at the 
1986 International Congress ([43], p .llO3), 
One can Say that a good linear theory breeds a good nonlinear theory in 
contradiction with the known daim that 'linearity breeds contempt." 
Many of the r d t s  here are in the papers [61] and [64] but as these arose from 
this thesis no partidar reference will be made to them. 
1.2 Mat hemat i d  preliminaries 
All of the integrab appearing here are Lebesgue integrah, except in chapter 8 where 
the Henstock-Kurzweil integral is nsed. W e  will distinguish between rneosl~mble and 
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integmble hctions. If B C Rn is a [Lebesgue) messmable set and the fimction f 
maps B to the extended d numbem then f h rne4suruble if the set {z E E 1 f (2) > 
a) is meamable far each a E B. The fiindion f is integruble over E if $' 1 f 1 < W. 
And, f is l o d l y  Vltegroble if 1' If 1 < oo for each compact set A c E. Thw, the 
fimction z H z" is measorable and l o d y  integrable over the intenral (O, 1) but not 
integrable over (O, 1). Note that for a fluiction to be integrabIe, it is reqaired that the 
positive and negative parts be separately integrable, i-e., the Lebesgue integral does 
not admit conditional convergence. 
When integratuig hctions that depend on a parameter, it will be important 
to know when it is valid to interchange limit and integration operatiom. For the 
Lebesgue integral the most nsefd convergence test is Lebesgue's Dominated Conver- 
gence Theo~em. 
Dominated Convergence Theorem Suppose {f,) is a sequence of measurable 
fvnctions on the measurable set E and g is integralle over E such that 1 fm(z)l < g(z) 
on E .  If f,(z) + f (2) almost everylahere on E then 
See, for example, [58]. 
For Laplace's equation (and elliptic diffaential equations as a whole), the well- 
posed problems are the boundary value problems, where some combination of the 
fiindion aad its normal derivative are specified on the boundary. Thae are thtee 
basic types of boundary. The theory of elliptic differential equations in boaaded 
domains is a mature field. For e t e n c e  proofs within the space of H6lda continuous 
hct ions ,  see [27] or [42]. A second type of boundary is that of the exterior problem, 
for which the domain has compact complement. Specifying the value of the solution 
at infinity gives uniqueness. Integral equation methods can be used to rednce the 
CKAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9 
problem to the hite boundary. In the case of Laphce's eqnation for n 2 3, it is 
knoan that bouhded hatmonic hctions d&ed in an exterior region have a limit at 
infini&. Thus, assigning this Iimit gives aniqueness and lettmg the limit value run 
tkough R gives aIl solutions a a w g  the b e r  botllldary condition ([53]). We wiIl be 
concerned 6 t h  the case of an unbounded region whose botmdary is &O unbounded. 
The archetupe example is the half space, wbich we wdl study exclusively. 
The following properties of Laplace's equation wi l l  be important. Most of them 
have some sort of analogue in the case of an a p t i c  equation. General rderences are 
[7] and [27]. 
Mean value property If u is continuoua in a domain S2 c Rn then u is harmonic if 
and only if u satisfies the mean value property, 
for evay ball BR(z) properly contained in a. 
Schwarz reflection principle Suppose 51 c Rn is symmetric about 614. If u is 
continuous on SZ n &, u is harmonie on n Iï+ and u = O on 51 n a&, then the odd 
extension of u aaoss aII+ is harmonie in 51. 
W eak maximum piinciple Suppose Au 2 O in a bounded domain O and that 
u E C2(&) n CO(&). Then the maximum of u is achieved on 80, 
sup u = sup u. (1.13) 
n an 
If u is not aasnmed to be continuons in n then the conclusion is 
This is also trne for elliptic operators. See [27]. 
Laplace's equation admits the findamentid solution 
It satisfies AZ( t  - 23 = 6(2 - 2') whm z and z' are in Rn and 6 is the Dirac 
distabation. A Green fbnction can be deiined for the haif space Dirichlet problem by 
taking an odd rdedion a a w s  a&, G(z, 2') = E(z,  23 - E ( t ,  z*), whexe z' is the 
reflectionofzaerossz,=O~ Ifz =g+z,é, thenxS=y-z,é,  wherey-é, = O .  
Wnte 2' = y' + zk& as above- The Poisson integral is now given by 
For the Neumann problem with -&/& = f on âIL+, taLe G(z, z') = E(z,  z') + 
E ( z ,  2') and then 
These formalas can also be derived by taLing an (n - 1)-fold Fo- t r d o r m  in 
the variables orthogonal to &. 
Gamma function For the Gamma fimction we will need Stirling's approximation 
For h e d  a and b, this leads to 
Chapter 2 
The half space Dirichlet problem 
2.1 The Poisson integral 
The classical half space Dirichlet problem is t o  h d  u satisfying 
where f îs a given continuous hction on Rn-'. The Diridet Poisson integral is 
d&ed by 
where the Poisson kemel is 
The integral nill &st if 
Since the kernel satdies the mean valae property for harmonie fnnctio~~~, u = D [ f ]  
will  then deâne a harmonic fiindion in II+. I€ f is mntinuotts then u E c'(II.+) n
Co(&) and satisfies (2.3) ([7], Exercise 16 of Chapter 7 aad [23]). 
It i6 a dassiea r d t  that if u = o((xl) then any solution to (2.1)-(2.3) is unique 
([NI). However, ne show belon that the Poisson integral behaves as o(lz 1 secn-1 O )  
when jzl + ao in IL+ (recall the notation z, = Izl cos 9, lyl = sin 8). It is thas 
desirable to have a tlpiqueness theorem that $loris this behaviour. Snch a theorem 
will  be presented in Chaptas 6 and 7. 
2.2 Growth estimates 
We first present some basic estimates for D[f 1. 
Proposition 2.2.1 (à) If f is bounded and measurable then D[f] LP bounded. 
(ii) I f  f E L' imth compact support then D[f](z) = O(~~lzl") (X E II+, 1x1 -t cm). 
Pro08 (i) It is showxi in [7] (p. 128) that D[l] (z) = 1. Thdore, if 1 f (y) 1 5 M then 
lDlfl(4l < MD[lI(z) = M* 
(ii) Suppose the support of f is contained in BR. Let lzlz 2R. Then 
In what follows, we win be primarily concerned with data f satisfying (2.6), or 
subsequent convergence conditions, with no asmmption on the boundedness or sup 
port off.  
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When u is a solution of (22), (2.3), Yarious estimates on the P nom of u and of 
ut,, (where &,,(y) = u(z)) are given in [?] and [13]. However, as we are concerned wïth 
pointwise behaviom of u we give the folIopiring estimate of lu!. (See [?] for estimates 
when u is in a harmonic Hardy space.) 
Theorem 2.2.1 Let a > 1, O < b < a+n-1 o r o  = 1, O < b n. If f is measurable 
 SUC^ thut SR n-1 1 f (y')la(ly'lb + 1)-l d b  < oo then (2.6) Itolds und u = D[fl satisfies 
u = ~ ( l z l ( ~ + ' ) ~ ~ s e c ( ~ - ' ) / ~  8) (z E IL+, lzl + ex). 
Proof; Let O < a 5 742 and p, q Hiilder conjugate exponents @-' + q - l =  1, p 2 1). 
The Poisson kernel, (2.5), may be e t t e .  
2% K(z ,  y') = -(1- sinin8 
wn 
< 2u+'z,(l + sin O)= (IY'I + 1=1)-~" [IY' - Y l2 + xt] 45-a) - 
IZW, ms2= e 
Let 1 z 1 1 1. For p > 1, a < 742, the Hddex inequaliQ gives 
where 
and 
-q(+) h = /p_l [Id - d2 + z:] dy '. 
(2.10) 
(2. il) 
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This integral converges whenever n - q(n - 2 4  < 1 or 2ap < p + n - 1. 
L 
When p = 1 (a < n / 2 ) ,  (2.9) hoIds with 1; replaced by 
And, if a = n/2, (2.9) holds with I2 = 1. 
Now, put a = p, b = 2ap. Hence, (2.6) holds and u = D [ f ]  exists on Ki+. 
Furthamore, by dominated convergence and (2.11), fi + O as 1% 1 + m. The theorem 
f o h s  by patting (2.11) and (2.13) into (2.9). . 
Corollary 2.2.1 If (2.6) holds, then u = D [ f ] ( z )  = o(lz1 secn-' 9) .  
Proofi Let a = 1, b = n. . 
Despite the crnde appearance of the estimate in (2.8), it wjll be shoan in Chapter 3 
(Theorem 3.3.1) that for a = 1 this leads to the best estimate possible for u = D [ f ]  
under (2.6). 
Remark 2.2.1 (i) Corollary 2.2.1 with n = 2 was obtained by F. Wolf [65] and 
D. Siegel [6O]. 
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(5) If a 2 1 and f E La then the Holda inequality shows that (2.6) holds and 
lu(=) 1 5 Cris 11 f lo~(n-l)'a. The above constant is given in terms of the beta hction, 
and G.,I = 2 / ( w m ) .  It is obtained by eduating (2.13) in the case a = O ([lg], 1.5.2). 
In [7], Th- 7.11, an inequality of the same fonn is derived by a diffient method. 
(iiï) The estimate in the above corollary may not hold if we d o w  principal valne 
integrals. For example, if f is odd and rr = 2 then 
Use polar coordinates z1 = rcosq5, 21 = rsinA where r = 121 and O < 4 < n for 
z E IL,. This la& integral wi l l  exid on II+ if 1 '  lf(()l(t3 + l)-'* < m. Under 
this integrabïiity condition, the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 gives 
D [ f ]  (2) = o(r2 COS 4 csc 4). Indeed, if f (6) = C then the residue calculus applied to 
(2.17) readily shows that D[f](zi, zt ) = XI # o(r csc 4). 
When f is majorised by a radial fanction a better estimate of lu1 is poesibIe. 
00 
Proposition 2.2.2 If If(y)l < F(ly1) for F such that j F(p ) (p2  + 1)-l dp < oo 
psO 
then u(x) = D [ f ] ( z )  = O (1z1 sec 0). 
Pmo$ nom (2-7) and (2.8) (and the binomial theotem), 
where 
The integral I3 is sin* when B = lr / 2 (Zn = O). To determine the nature of 
the singularity we use the method of spherical means [38] to wzîte 
Using the substitution 1 - 2t = cos 4, an integral representation of the hypageometric 
function and quadratic and linear transformations ([U], 2.12.1, 2.11.4,2.9.2) we have 
where a = 744 - 1, b = n/4 - 112 and c = 4 2  - 112. The hypergeometric fimction, 
*FI ,  (with these a, b, c) is bounded above (and below) by positive constants so that 
where A, is a positive constant. As lzl + m we have u(z) = o (1x1 sec O ) .  i 
The radid term in o(lz 1 secn-' 8) and O( lz 1 sec 9 )  of Proposition 2.2.2 and Corollary 
2.2.1 cannot be replaeed by a G  positive fitnction that is lialc oh of lzl. This rrin be 
proved with the help of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.1 Given a funetion 9 that is bounded and positive o n  [O, ao) witn limit 
zen> ut infinity, t h e n  ezists E C1([O,ao)) such that lim g(r) = 0, 9' 5 O and 
++a0 
@(Y) 2 +(r) for T 2 O. 
Let $&) = éi(LrJ) where LrJ is the integer part of r. Then & is a decreasing 
step fnnction wïth steps ody at the positive integers. 
W e  can now find a Cl majorant by ushg a cubic spline. For each n 2 1, we 
reqaire p.,(=) = a,,z3 + &z2 + ç,0 + 4 to satisfy 
pk(n) = O = pk(n + 1). 
This gives the system 
For a solution, we need 
A =  
Let 
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be s Vimdermonde determinant. Then, with snbsaipts on A denoting partial differ- 
dation,  Ail(&, s, t ,  t )  = (s - t)4 and A = A2& n, n + 1, n + 1) = 1. Hence, we 
can solve for G, b,,, G, &, Opiquely. Since enbic polynomials have at most one point 
of Mection we know that 5 O fa n < t 5 n + 1. W e  can now let B(r) = p&) 
for 1 < n < t 5 n + 1 and 4(r)  = $*(r) for O < r 5 1. Thas, + is the reqilited 
majorant. W 
Proposition 2.2.3 Let Jt be a bounded positive finetion on [O, oo) that tends to zero 
at infmity. For any f iwd O 5 Bo < n/2 then is a jùnction f satisfying (2.6) such that 
D[f](z) L 1=[+(121) for dlz E IL+ fmth O SB 5 %. 
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Herne, in any dosed mne in IL+ with O 5 8 5 Bo < r / 2  ne can have D [ n ( z )  121-' 
tend to zero arbitrarily dowly as [zl -+ oo. However, we caiuiot have Bo = n/2 in 
Proposition 2.2.3. For example, 
but D b ] ( z )  diverges. Siace g is continuous, in order for there to be a function f mch 
that D [ f ] ( z )  2 g(z) for all z in ÏÏ+ we wodd need f (y) 2 g(y) for all y E HP"-'- But 
then the integral in (2.6) wodd diverge. 
The foilowing example will show that the estimate on the Poisson integral in 
the above eorollary is sharp in the sense that if we try to use the growth condition 
D [ f ] ( z )  = o(lz[fl sec7 8) then this may fd to be tnie for some f satisfying the inte 
grability condition (2.6) if p +  7 < n, 7 > O, or B+ 7 = n, 7 5 O. Define continuous 
data, f ,  to be zero except on a secpence of ballp dong the 21-axis, 
where fi, and ri are sequences of positive r d  numbers snch that -t cm, 
and the Bri (&) are disjoint. If u = D[f ] then (2.6) is  equivalent to convergence of 
the series 
W e  can write u as the superposition of translates of the solution to the normalised 
problem 
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Consider the sequence dm) = hi l  +r,&,. W e  now show that if p +7 < >a, 7 > 0, 
or p + 7 = n, 7 < 0, then ~(z)lzl-~cos~B O dong this sequence. Put = es, 
fi = ek, Ti = C2. Then the series (2.18) converges and yet 
T a b g  ~ ( y )  =-&, in Proposition 2.2.3 shows that we need P 2 1. However, 
the above example does not d e  out a growth condition snch as o(lx13 secn-* B ) .  In 




3.1 Kernels for the half space 
For A > O (A E R) and y' E Rn-' define the kernd 
K(A, 2, y') = [ly' - y12 + z:] -*. 
The Poisson integrals for the haK space problem Au = O (U E II.+) with Dirichlet and 
Neumann data f : Rn-' + R on BII+ are, respectively, 
and 
Here 4. = 2/(nw,) and w, = nnf2/r(l + 4 2 )  is the volume of the unit n - b d  . 
When n = 2, N has a logasithmic kemel. This case is dealt with in Chapter 5. 
The hct ions  defined by (3.2) and (3.3) rill be harmonic in IL+ if 
with A = n/2 and (R - 2)/2, respedively ([23], Themeln 6). If f is continuous then 
convergence of the appropriate inteprai in (3.4) b snfficient for (3.2) or (3.3) to be a 
dassical solution of the respective Dmchlet or Neamann problem on II+ (cf. CoroIIary 
3.3.1, 3.3.2). Notice that since II+ is unbounded the integral of f over Rn-' need not 
vanish for N[f  1 to be a solution of the Neumann problem. If D is a bounded region 
with Cl bonndary and u is harmonic in 52 with normal derivative eqaal to f on an 
then the Divergence Theorem gives jdn f = O. See, for example, [27]. However, the 
Divergence Theorem does not apply to the anbounded region Rn-'. 
When the integral in (3.4) diverges but 
for a positive integer M we can use the modifiecl kernel 
(defined for ly'l > O) where O 5 8' n is the angle between y and y', ie., y-y' = 
Iy'l Izlsia6cos6' and Ko = K. If y = O  or y' = O we take 6' = n/2. 
In (3.6) the kst M terms of the asymptotic expansion of K in inverse powers of 
1 y'l are removed. The coeflicients are in tams of Gegenbana po1ynomiaIs, C;, most 
of whose properties used herein are derived in [63]. 
When n = 2, we take P = O or 7r according as y' and zl are on the same or 
opposite side of the origin. Equivalently, cos 8' = sgn(x1 y'). Ot, we may &te 
zl = rcosA z2 = rsia4, whae t = 121 and O < 4 < r for z E II. And then, using 
(cos 4) = sin[(m + l)+] csc A 
for the modined Dirichlet kenel. This formula follows by taking the imaginary part 
of the geometne series CLo r e à *  (s, 4 E R). 
When A = L/2, as for n = 3 in the Neumann case, the expansion is in Legendre 
polynornids via c;l2(t) = P,(t). 
Let w : RO-' + [O, 11 be continuous so that w(y) O for O < Iyl < 1 and w(y) = 1 
for Iyl 2 2. Dehe  modified DmchIet and Neuxnann integrab 
Then 4 2 )  = Daa[wf](z) + q ( 1 -  w)fl(z) and v ( x )  = Nif[wfl(z) + NK1- 4 f K 4  
are respective solutions of the classical half space Dirichlet and Neumann problems. 
The Dirichlet version of KM appears in [5], [61] and- [67], with inspiration fiom [22]. 
The Neumann version is disnissed by Gardiner ([25]) and Annitage ([6]).  Modified 
kemels with radial data are considered in [52]. When n = 2, we write 
In this chapter we give growth estimates for u and v under (3.5) and prove they 
are sharp. This is done ia Theorem 3.3.1 by first defining 
and proving that 
Frnr[f](z) =o(~zl'sec~~ 8) as 121 + w with x E II+. (3.12) 
The order relation is interpreted as p(r)/r + O as r -+ m where p(+) is the supremum 
of 1 FAJa[fl (2) 1 cos2* û o v a  z E II+, 12 1 = T.  A p w t h  condition w is said to be sharp if 
given any fùnction J, = o(w) and any sequence {x i )  E II+ with lzil -t 00, ne can find 
data f so that the solution corresponding to f is not little oh of $ on this sequence 
(see Definition 3.3.1 below). The sharpness p d i s  mmplicated by the fad that the 
modified kernels are not of one sim. Por eaeh 26, regions in Ba-' are detamined 
where the kernel is of one sign. Data is then chosen so that the contribation fiom 
integrating where the sign of the kanel is not known is ca11ceiled out and the main 
contribution cornes fiom integrating over a neighbomhood of the singuiarity of the 
k-el. This proof m& ap a substantial portion of the thesis. Note that condition 
(3.5) is necessary and d c i e n t  for FAN[fl(z) to ex& as a Lebesgue integral on IL+. 
See Proposition 3.4.1 belor. 
3.2 First type of modified kernel 
The expansion (3.6) arises fkom the generating hction for Gegenbauer polynomials 
V 
where ~ : ( t )  = m!-(1 - 2ts + r )- 
azm 
Al z=o . If -1 5 t 5 1 the series converges 
absolntely for 1 zl < 1 (the left side of (3.13) is sinpaiat at z = t f i JCF) .  The 
majorisation and derivative fomuIas 
are proved in [63] (4.7.3, 7.33.1, 43-14). Hence, the series in (3.13) converges if 
1x1 < 1, d o d y  for -1 t 5 1 and the same can be said for dl of its derivatives 
with respect to z and t. Rom the definition above and Faà di Bruno's formula for 
the mth dePvative of a composite fnnction ([l], p. 823) it can be seen that Ck(t) is 
a polynomial in t of degree m. And, 
A proof of the following lemma is hinted & in [5], [25] and [67] by refkrence to 
a more general d t  on axial polynomids in (441 (Theorem 2). However, we give a 
simple direct proof. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Form = O, 1,2,3, . . . the fwictiow h$kl(z) = 421" ~2~(2(8)(~ 2 2) 
and cl(=) = I S [ ~ C , ( " - ~ ) ~ ( ~ )  (n 2 3) a n  homopunu harmonie poitpomi& of 
degnc m + 1 and m, nspedvely, where 8 = sin B cos û'. 
Prooj Using (3.13) we obtain the expansion of the fnndamental solution of Laplace's 
equation 
If x' # O this series converges for 121 < 12'1 and defines a harmonic hction. Each 
term is homogeneoas in z of degree m and it is dear nom (3.16) that the est tao 
terms are harmonie. Given z, take 2' such that Iz'l > lzl. Dinerentiating termwise 
in z gives 
Each term A I I I ~ C . - ' ) ~ ( & O ' ) )  ia homogeneom of degee m - 2, hem,  by the ( 
linear independence of homogeneous firnctions, ~ z ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ) / ' ( î  2') is harmonie on 
Rn for each nt 2 0. Every harmonic fanetion can be nniquely written as a s u m  of 
hornogeneous harmonic poIynomials so 1 z 1"' ~$'-~)'~(5-2') is a homogeneons harmonie 
polynomid of degree m ([7], 1.26, 1-27). 
Now set 2: = O, then 2-2' = y-y'/(lz[ ly'1) = sin0 9.3 = 8. Hence, the Neumann 
half space expansion is 
and each term in the s a i e s  is a homogeneous harmonic polynomid of d e p  m. 
For the Dirichlet expansion d.Zerentiate (3.17) wïth respect to 4, use (3.15) and 
(3.16), and set z: = O. Then for n 2 3 
each term in the series is a homogeseous harmonic polynomial of degree m + 1. 
When n = 2, use C&(cos 4) = 
the trigonometrie expanBon 
where we have d e n  r = Izl, and q5 = 7t/2 - B to conform with the umal polar 
coordinates (si = r cos 4, 22 = r sin 4). Each rm sin(mq5) is a homogeneous harmonic 
polynomial of degree m. 
Remark 3.2.1 When z, = 0, and 8a3/&,, vanish. The spherical h-onics 
of degree rn are the restriction of the homogeneous harmonic polynomials to the nnit 
sphere. If we write yA0)(2) = QI(;) and ~( l ) ( i )  = &)(i) then e l ( , )  = lzlrny$)(5) 
and &) (z) = ~z ~"YL')(Î). The fiinctions 1 z 1 -(n+"-2)~io) (5 )  and 1 z l-(m+n-2) Y&') (2)  
are harmonic for lx 1 > O (interchange z and z' in (3.17) and (3.18) ) . 
3.3 A sharp growth estimate 
In equation (2.8) of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, the Poisson kemel was factored to 
obtain a growth estimate for u(z) = D [ f ] ( z ) .  This wïl l  be done again to derive a 
growth esthate for FAN. As well, we wil l  prove the estimate is s h q ,  i.e., the best 
possible under (3.5). We udl use a lemma and the following definition. 
Definîtion 3.3.1 Cet w : II+ + (O, w) then u ik a sharp growth condition for FA- 
if 
(ii) rf+: II+ + (O, OD) and +(2) = o(w(z)) thcn for any sequence {di)) in II+ such 
that (z(qI+ oo as i + a~ there aLsts a continuous jùnction f satisfing (3.5) 
e t h  -h ~ ~ ~ [ f j ( ~ ( ' ) / ~ > ( 2 ( i ) )  # O- 
r- 
Note that it is essentid th& the b i t  condition on FW[f]/d> be checked on all paths 
to infinie. For example, wwi(z) = lz[ and y (2) = Izl sec8 agree on all radial paths 
but allow v a y  different behavious on paths approaching a&. 
Let 
Lemma 3.3.1 For M 2 1, the modà'ed kemel has the integral repnsentatàon 
Proof. The Gegenbauer polynomials sa* the remence relation 
Let SM-&) = 
multiply (3 -24) 
M-1 CM-, ~ C k ( t ) .  Following the method in [63] used to derive (3.13), 
using (3.24), Ct(t) = 1 and C:(t) = 2% Solving the above diffèrential eqaation with 
the initial condition Snr,1(O) = 1, we obtain 
z 
Letting z = Iz[/l y'I and t = sin 0 cos Or, (3.22) gives (3.23). . 
When A is an integet the intwand in (3.23) is a polynomid and the integral can 
be evahated (without integrating by patts M times!) to a polynomid in 1z1/[yr1. 
This polynomial is of degree 2A + M - 1 with no terms of degree less than M. The 
co&cients are fanctions of 8. And, when n = 2 and X = 1, (3.23) is the modified 
Dirichlet kernel and is written 
This appears in [60]. 
Use of (3.23) d o w s  us to pmve 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let X > O and f be meosusable so that (3.5) holds for integer M 2 0. 
Tnen FAa[f ] (2) = O ((ü IY set?" 9)  (z E II+, lz 1 + a>) and the order relation is sharp 
in the above sense. 
The proof is based on the idea of using uspikey" data as in the example at the 
end of the previms chapta. Now, however, things are more complieated since the 
modified kmel is not of one sign as r a s  the original Poisson kemel. Regions mnst 
be found where the modified k d  is of one sign. The proof is qnite long bat ha9 
been broken d o m  into digestible pieces as detailed below. Of cracial importance is 
the integral form of the modified kernel, givm in Lemma 3.3.1. 
S tep 1 It is shown that Fur[fl = o(lz1 set? 8)  fa any meamable h c t i o n  f sat- 
isfying the integrability condition (3.5). In (3.23), the original Lerne1 K is estimated 
as was done in Theorem 2.2.1 (a = n/2). The fimction 1(8, C) ha9 a simple zero pre- 
cisely where 1 - 28c + vanishes, at 8 = C = 1. So the ratio 0(8, c)/& - 28C + C2 
is botmded and the integrand in (3.23) is continuous for A 2 112 and nnbonnded bat 
integrable when O c A < 1/2. In either case, elementary approximations lead to an 
upper bound for lKMl on which the Dominated Convergence Theorean can be used 
to prove (3.12). 
Step II The order estimate o([z l M  sec2A 6) is now proven to be sharp, fist for given 
sequences which have a subsequence I(') = q ê 1  + hi& that stays boanded away from 
the ê1 axis of 8II+ by an angle $ (O 5 Bo < 7r/2). On snch a sequence the growth 
condition teduces to o(14'). A region QI c Rn-' is f o n d  on which +- and hence 
KM are of one sign. Due to the panty of C: about zero (C; is even if rn is even and 
odd if rn is odd) it follows that i 4 8 ,  C) wil l  be of one sign if 101 is sman enough. 
Since 8 = sin 0 cos 0', this is accomplished by r d & g  8' to lie near r / 2 .  And, 
is taken as the region between two cones, both of which have an opening angle 
of near1y 7r/2 fkom the ê1 axis. For y' E 01, the combination (-1)rw21@-(8, C) is 
strictly positive when C > O. (When z E R, the ceiling of z, rzl, is o if z E Z 
and is the next largest integer if z 6 Z.) A lower bound on ( - 1 ) w 2 1 ~ M  is now 
obtained, equation (3.43). Data is then chosen that has support in QI and is large 
on a sequence of unit half bals dong the ê2 axis. (This is an axis orthogonal to 81. 
Something slightly dinerent is done when n = 2.) Sharpness of the growth estimate 
for this special type of sequence now follows from an argument similar to that in the 
example at the end of Chapter 2. 
Step III Non considered are seqmerices with s snbseq~errce ~ ( q  = aiel + biê, that 
approaches the boundary at the ê1 aPs. Again, a region is found where Q- is of one 
s i p .  On the seqpence9 we bave sine + 1 so taking û' near O makes 8 nearly e q d  to 
1. In th;s case then, the kemd K(A,z, y') rrill be sïngiilai for ly'1 = lzl and 9 + 1- 
Eence, in (3.6) it wdl domhate the Gegenbauer terms subtracted ikom it. A region 
S12 c Rn-' is defined to be the portion of a cone with [yf[ > 1 and axis dong êl. 
This region is shown in Figare 3.1, & a m  for n = 3 (so that y and y' are in R2). 
The openiog angle 8' is taken srnaIl enoagh so that when y: > O and [y'l is near 1x1, 
1z1/A < ly'l < Alzl for a anatant A > 1, we have KM > O, i-e., near the singularity 
of K. The modified Lerne1 is &O positive for large values of Iyr[ in $22 bat changes 
sign when y: > O and 1 < [yfl < Izl/A (the region Q, in Figure 3.1). And, due to 
the parity of Ci,  the modified kernel is one sign when y' E Q2 wîth y: < O. Data is 
chosen to have support within a2 on a sequence of balls dong the dl axis. When y; 
ïs positive, f(yf) is positive and when y; is negative, fKy is positive. Contributions 
to &,,,,l f (y') KM(& z, Y') d b  are now known to be positive except when integrating 
over Q,. But f is chosen so that if the reflection of y' aaoss the y; = O hyperplane 
is denoted y*, then if y[ > O we have f(y*) = ( - I ) ~ A A ~ ( ~ * ) ,  where AA > 1 is a 
constant. The data is given a "saper odd" or "super evenn extension fkom y{ > O to 
y: < 0, accordhg as M is even or odd. This d l o n s  the contribution from integrating 
o v a  Q,, where fKM is not of one sign, to be b h c e d  out by the contribution 
fkom integrating over the rdection of $2, to < O, where fKM is positive. The 
contribution to &,i f (yr) KM(A, 2, y') dy' from integrating near the singularity of 
KM, i.e., over fi2, produces a lowa bound for f i u [ f ]  nom which it folIows that 
F ~ ~ [ f l ( r ( q ) / + ( d ~ ) )  f i  O, whae $ and di) are given in the theorem. Note that all 
the 52 regions defined here depend on 121. 
Step IV The speaal case of sequences I(') = + biê,  considered in II and III is 
shown to be applicable to general sequences in II+. Since aB+ is compact, for any 
sequence rie in II+, the sequence has a limit point îo E 6B+. This direction is 
then rotated to correspond to A. 
Proofi Wnte s = 121/ly'l. Throughout the proof dl, 4,. . . ,do rill be pos 
stants (dependhg on A and M). 
Step 1 First suppose M 2 1. 
In [63] (4.7.27) for M 2 2 we have 
 MC&(^) = (2A + M - 1) t CL-, (t) - 2A (1 - t2) ~2:~ ( t )  .
With reference to (3.22) and (3.14) we can write 
ive con- 
for M 2 2- Ifwe define Ĉ , = O for m = 1,2,3,. . . and use the fact that C$(e) = 1 
and C:(8) = 2XQ then (3.29) and (3.31) still hold whep M = 1. Hence, (3.23) and 
(3.31) give 
For M 1 O and A 2 i the integrand in (3.32) is continuous and 
C2) 5 (1 + s ) ~ .  Therefme, 
IKM(A, 2, Y')[ dl K(x, 2, y') s (1 + Q ) " ~  
The estimate 
is in (2.8) of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1- Hence, 
Mnltiply (3.35) by [f(yr)l and integrate y' E Rn-', 161 > 1- Letting 121 + w, the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem gives (3.12) 
When O < X < f the integrand in (3.32) can be singular. In this case 
so (3.12) ho& for O < A < f as wd. 
S tep II We now prove sharpness. Given any sequence {di)) in II+ wîth Idi) 1 + oo 
and any hction +(z) = O (IzlMsee 8) we find a continuous fnnction f satisfyùig 
(3.5) for which -&n F~~[f] (z(~)) /b>(z(~))  # O. 
a+Oo 
Note that (3.23) may be written 
Suppose first that {di)) has a subsequence 1(') = %êl + b&,, i 2 1, where bi > O 
and O 5 s- 5 bctanOo for some O 5 Bo < */2. Then O 5 sine = aildm 5 
d r n / à i  5 sece* < 00 
have been chosen so that 
Now h d  a region al c Rn-' in which L(8, sc) is of one sign. Consider n 2 3 
and M 2 1. Let a be the smallest positive root of {Ch, And, CA(8) is a 
polynomial in 8 of degree m wïth m simple z m e s  in (-1,1). If M = 1, take f i  = 1. 
So O < pl < 1- Non, GA is even or odd about the origin accordhg as m is even or odd 
([63], 4.7.4) aad (-l)"Vtln(0) > O ([20], 10.9.19). Thaefore, for any O < 8 < n/2, 
C&(sin 8 cos 8') and C&,(sidkos û') are each of one sign for arccos(&) 5 8' 5 a/2 
or n/2 5 19' 5 r - arccos(&). Wnte M = 2p + EO where €0 is O or 1. From (3.15) we 
A + l  t see that if O < t < a then sgn(C&+,(t)) = sgn(C2, ( )) = (-1)' and if -Pl < t < O 
then ~gn(Ct,+~ (t) ) = -sgn(c$'(t)) = (- 1)~+'. Let 
Then, since Ch and have no common roots, there eicists a positive constant <4 
such that 
whenever O < i9 < 7r/2, y' E fil($), O 5 C 5 1, a 2 O. In (3.40), 8' is restrided to 
lie in a smaller region than arccos& < 6' < r / 2  so that (-l)p+eOB- wiU be strictly 
positive for y' E ni. 
Etom (3.39) we will  need the estimate, 
These give 
( - I ) ~ + ~ O  KM(& z, y') 2 4s K(A, 2, d )  8' 
(1 + t 
whenever f E al. 
If M = O then (3.42) and (3.43) hold and ne can talre QI = Rn-'. 
Let 
where ci := 1%(41= 4- and the constants fi are defined in (3.46) below. Then 
f : Rn-' + R, has support in a sequence of haK bah  dong the ê2 d s  and is 
contiauous. The factor [1 - 1 y' - c;ê2 l] makes f vanish on the perimeter of the ith 
half b d .  Withoat loss of generality we may assume + m monotonically so that 
the are disjoint, mpp(f) c al and q 2 2 (otheraise, take an appropriate 
subsequence of {~(l))) . 
Now, for any j 2 1, 
s 2 c j / (e j  + 1) 2 213. And, 
Let 
isl 
have FA y [fl (ali)) 1 $(2(~3) for each j 2 1 so h w p  FAJr[fl (di)/$(=('))) 2 1 and 
Let &, 1 2 i 5 q, be the roots of CAocos and ocos in [&,, n -61, ordered by 
size. We then have the partition &, = to 5 tl < tt < - < tqai < t, 5 tq+l = 7r - &. 
In each i n t d  [t:, O 5 i q, C '  O cos and Ch-, O cos are each of one sign. If 
& is a root, we omit the singleton {ti), simüaily with n - &. 
For any sequace 4; E [h? T -hl, i 2 1, there is a subseqtlence {A) in one of the 
above i . 4  [tj, t j + 1 ] .  If C ~ ( C O S  6) and cM_~ (COS &) are of the same sign, take 
fh = {e € RK < 0) and fil = {( E t K  > O) if they are of opposite sign. Then 
(-i)"a-(cos A, r(. /[)  2 0 for i 2 1,E E al, r h a e  (-1)m = sgn(C&(cos A)) (po = O 
or 1). Since C~ end have no cornmon zaoes there is a wbaequence {A) of {Ji} 
such that either Ch(- &) or C&-,(eos A) is bounded away from zero for all i 2 1. 
Hence, there is a positive constant (É5 sach that (-1)m4!-(cos A, F i C / t )  2 ds ( + i ~ / ~ ~ ~ ) "  
for i 1 1. H a e  z(') = Fi  cos & êi+e sin 6; êL is a sub-subsequence of the given sequence 
{x ( ' ) )  and pl is O or 1. W e  now proceed in s similar manner to the case n > 3 given 
above. 
Step III In the previous argument O Bo < 4 2  ras arbitrary so now suppose that 
given the sequence {di)) there is a mbsequence %(') = &êl + b&, wch that sia Bo 5 
sin 0 = < 1. Since O < h < s. cot 80 we may assume O < h 5 4.12 and 
that 4- + oo monotonicaIly. 
Find a region fi2 c Rno1 on which KM is of one sign. Let M 2 1 and let 
and take l < A < 2 dose mou& to l so that KM(X,t,yt), C&@) and C&-,@) 
are positive. Rom (3.1) and (3.6), Ku(A,o,d) 2 ~ ~ ~ l - ~ [ ( l -  2A4 +
-1/A 
(O < < 00). Note that A > 1 Mplies 
1-2A-'+A2 > O. Non, KM > O ifA4+(1-7ry)A2-2 < O. Let ro  > 1 be thelargest 
root of this qaartic. Let p2 be the largest zero of CF"') . Then cos(r/(M + 1)) % 
5 cos(rl(2M)) ([63], 6.21.7). Hence, if 1 < A < min(2, PO, sec(rl(2M)) and s and 
To sa* 8 2 1/A (3.47) we aill restrict z and yf so that sin9 2 1/& and 
d- 2 1 / a .  And, since y = zlêl, we have codf = (yy')/(ly[lyfl) = 
ê1 yf lyfl-' for y' # O. Let 
a portion of a cone with axis dong êl. If y' E then cos û' 2 1 / a .  If n = 2, take 
a2 = {t E RI€ > 1). See Figure 3.1. 
1 r ( - 1 ~ ~ ~ f i  (1 - ,IY +s@, E ~ ~ ( - a i ~ i )  forsorne i 2 1 
0, otherwise, (3 .49) 
where A* 1 1 is given in (3.51) and fi in (3.57). By taking an appropriate subse- 
quence of {dg) we may assume the balls Bb. (~ê l )  are disjoint (*+' 2 3% d c e s ) .  
The condition s i d o  = dm enstues that each B&ê1) c nz- Then f is 
Figme 3.1: The regions nt, Qs and na 
continuous, haa support on a sequace of b a h  dong the ê1 luas and h non-negative 
for y: 2 0. 
With y' E DI such that i, > O and z as above (preceding (3.47)), A-' < 8 = 
s in8wû'  5 1. So ch@), CL,(@) > 0. As a fiuiction of s, wïth h e d  8 as in 
(3.47), the htegrai in (3.23) h zero when 8 = O, is an inmeashg fimction of s for 
O < s < MC&(~) / [ (ZX+M-1)  CL (e)] (where it has a maximum) and deaeases for 
larger values of S. And, we know from the andysis following (3.47) that this integrai 
is positive at s = A. Hence, KU(& z, y') > O for O c s < A (aith y' € 02,6, > 0). 
See Figure 3.1. If t E (~('3) then f (d)  Ky& z, y') 2 O for y' E n2 except possibly for 
y' E a,. By taLing AA large enoogh ne can enme  
n>unc 
Indeed, let y' be the reflection of y' in the hyperplane 6, = O and 9' the angle between 
y* and y. T h  y* E Q< if and only if y' E a>. 
If A 2 1 and y* E 11< then, as in (3.22), 8' := sin8cos 9' = -8. Then, asing 
(3.23) and (3.49), 
If O c A < 112 then, ushg (3.31) and (3.3?), 
And, if 112 A < 1, 
Hence, for O < A < 1, 
Hence, for A > 0, z E {dq), if ne talre 
as = { I I r  E n21Y; > O, A - ~  < 8 c A). (3.52) 
See Figare 3.1. Note that ifs = *el+ bi& then B4-(u&) C Q3 ifai - Izl/A 2 bi and 
Alzl- ~i > bi- Since ai = Izl sin@, bi = Ix[cosd and Bo 5 @ < 4 2 ,  these conditions 
are satided if f [n - aresin(1- A-')] < $ < ~ / 2 ,  i-e., by taLing Bo dose enongh to 
Ku(.\, z, y') = K(A, 2, y') a' J(1- 2 0 4  + s2c2)*-' SC) cM-' dc, 
which is strictly positive on -3 ((3.47) and fobwing) . And, K( A, 2, y') is positive 
bat sin@ at a = 8 = 1. Uskg (3.14), the integtal (3.53) above reduces to 
at s = 0 = 1. The inte@ in (3.53) is a strictly positive conthnous hction of s 
and 8 when the conditions in (3.47) are setisfied. H e m ,  it must be bounded below 
by a positive constant, say <Es, Le., 
If M = O we can dispense with the sets nz, O,, a d  0,. In (3.49), AA = 1 and 
f is extended as an even fiindion. Then (3.54) holds for z E II+ with d8 = 1. 
For M 2 O each element of the seqaence ~ ( ' 3  = eê l  + && satisfies sin 8 2 sin eo 
so, ushg (3.49) and (3.54) 
where dg = d8 2 0 ~ 1 ~  (n - 1) wrn-1 (1 - p )  (p2 + l)-A pn-* dp. 1 
Note that (3.5) holds if and only if 
Taen (3.56) is satisfied and ~ ~ ~ [ f l ( ~ ( a )  2 j>(5(37  so limFAW[fl(dq)/$(z('3) # O 
and Fw[fl(2) # o(lzlM s e p  8) .  Hence, the otda relation FW[f](z)  = o(l z l M  sec2' 6 )  
is sharp for z E II+ of form z = zlêl + z,&. 
Step IV For n = 2 this completes the proof. For n 2 3 we now remove this 
restriction on 2. For any sequence (~(9) in II+, ne can write di) = 1 where 
E aB: = {z E ~"1121 = 1, 2, > 0). Then {8(')) mnst have a iimit point, say go, - 
in the compact set aBr.  Let Bo be the angle between go and &. 
If O < Bo < r / 2  then let î1 be in the direction of the projection of go onto aII+ 
and let i2 E aII+ be any unit vector orthogonal to dl. For any d > O there W a 
snbsequence of)  = di) +di& ahere P(') = + b& = Id(')[ -t 00 monotonicdy, 
bi > O, {BI, &, &) is orthonormal, each & E 8IT+ and O < 6; 2 6. We can now try to 
repeat the fust part of the sharpness proof, beginning with (3.39). Then il and iz 
play the roles El and LI did before, except that we now have perturbations by di. 
Let z E {~f)).  Let 1 be the angle between esl + && and il. Withoot loss of 
gen-ality oi 2 1. W e  have O 5 = arctan (Ji/%) 5 6. Hence, we can replace (3.40) 
with the narrower cone 
If do = & (Bo = O) then take a< O. Let il = ê1 and i2 = ê2. For any 
z E {#)) and y' E fi; we have O < 9 < 6 and so O 5 sin0 5 sin& Therefore, 
= 1 sin 8 COS Of 1 5 d 2 p1/2 for -dl enoagh 6. And, (3.41) holds. 
NOW, for O 5 Bo < r / 2 ,  replace (3.44) with 
where yi  = y'e((-l)' cos 6 â1 - sin b  j2) .  We aiign the half balls of the support of f 
along the unit vector êa in the direction ( 0 1 ) ~  s i n  6  +cos 6 4 so that Bi (c&) c Sb;. 
The rest of the proof for this case f o h s  aithont serious change, through (3.46). 
If Po E aII+ (8, = x/2)  then = âo and a subsequence approaches the boaadary. 
As before, for any 6 > O there is a submymwe of fofm #) = 1(9 + 6;f; where 
B(') = +&&, O < bi ai, 4- 2 1 , ~  + monotonidy, b s / q  -t O, {Pl, &, ti) is 
orthonormal and O 5 bi 5 6. FoUow the second part of the sharpness proof, fiom 
(3.47) - 
Let 
B6 = min A A - a, 
(1 + b a ) 2  ' 1 + 6A 
then Bg < A. And, Ba > 1 if 
Without loss of generality, take A satisfying the conditions following (3.47) and O < 
8 < (A - 1)/A < 112. 
For each j 2 1, let 8' be the angle between y' and ajîl and 8; the angle between 
y' and aiil + 6jij. We have 8' - 6 5 (Yb 5 8' + 6 so replace (3.48) nith 
Fm each j 2 1, let 8 be the angle between ~ ( 1 )  and ê, and es the angle between 2f) 
and ê,,. Then 
WPte s = I%(~ll/ldl, SC = 12f7)l/~~. TheD for y' E il;, 8 - S s 86 5 s + 8. FIom 
the second and thgd components in the dennition of Br, l /Ba 5 a 5 Bs &plies 
1/A 5 ss 5 A. Hence, we can replace Q with 4 and cany out the sharpness proof 
for aiil + bj& aith the f0110wing changes. IIL (3.49), replace %Cl nith aiil + 6'&. In 
(3.50) and (3.52), replace y: with y'-QI. The rest of the prwf, through (3.57), fonows 
with minor changes. . 
The growth estimate on FAra[f] gives estimates for the solutions of the half space 
Dmchlet and Neumann problems. The modined kernel introduces a sinpniarity at 
the origin of the integration space. To avoid integrating f there, a continuous catoff 
fùnction that vaDishes in a neighbourhood of the origin is used. 
Corollary 3.3.1 Let w : Rn-' + [O, 11 be continuous such that w(y) = O when 
Iyl ( 1 and w(y) 1 w h m  lyl 2 2. Let f be continuow on Rn-' and sut* (3.5) 
&th X = 4 2  (n 2 2). The jbnction u(z) = DM[w f](z) + D[(l  - w)fl(z) satisfies 
Pruofi That u is a classical solution, (3.61), (3.62), (3.63), is contained in CoroUary 2 
of [67]. To prove (3.64), note that DM[w f](z) = a,,z,QN[w f](z) = 0(1z1~+l secn-' 9) 
by the Theorem. And, 
Corollary 3.3.2 Let f and w be as in Comllary 9.3.1 such that (3.5) holds with 
A = (n-2)/2 (n 2 3). Wen v (z )  = NM[wfl(z)+ N [ ( l 0 w ) f l ( z )  satàifies (3.62) 
and 
Prooj The growth estimate (3.67) follows from the Theorem: 
Theorem 1 of (251 shows (3.62), (3.65) and (3.66) hold. R 
Remark 3.3.1 In Corohry 3.3.1, the solution to (3.61)-(3.64) is unique if M = O 
and if M 2 1 it b unique to the addition of a hsrmonic polynomial of degree M 
vanishing on BI& (see Theorem 6.4.1). SimiLaty, in Corollary 3.3.2, if M = O the 
solution to (3.62), (3.65)-(3.67) is unique and if M 2 1 it is mique to the addition of 
a harmonic polynomial p(z) of degree M- 1 that is even about z, = O. See Theotem 
6.4.2 bdow. 
Remark 3.3.2 If f (y') 1y'1"2'M is integrable at the ongin then ne can use u ( x )  = 
D M [ f ] ( z )  and v ( z )  = Nac[f](z) in CoroIlaries 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively. 
Coroilary 3.3.3 If w : II+ + (O, oo) then w is a sharp g r o d  condition for Fm 
if and only if there are constants O < S < T < oo and N > O such that S 5 
121-%os2* B w ( z )  < T for dl z E ii+ mith lz l>  N. 
Prooc Tkoughout the proof f wil l  sati* (3.5) and 121, Id9 1 > N- 
Suppose S and T exist as above. Then 
so FA,JW[f ] = o(w)* 
Let 3 : ïI+ + (O, oc) wïth J> = o(w) then $(z) = o(lzl%ecaA8). Given {di)) in 
II+ take f as in the proof of the Theorem. Then ~ ~ ~ [ f ] ( z ( ' ) ) / q b ( x ( q )  f t  O. Hence, w 
Now suppose w is sharp. If ~ ( z )  := lz 
a sequence {x(')) on which X(z (g )  + m. Let 
then d, = o(w) bot for any f ne have ~~[f l (z(q)/$(z(q) -+ O, since 
FAw[fl(z) = o(lolY sec2* û). This mntradicts the ~samption that w was sharp (Def- 
inition 4.2.1, (ü)) . Hence T exists as above. 
HX + O on some sequence {dq) then take f such that 
which contradicts the sharpness assumption fi) of Definition 4.2.1. Hence, S exists 
as above. U 
Remark 3.3.3 The angular blow np predicted for FA* as 1x1 + cm can be expected 
to occnr only as z apptoaches aIi+ wiihin a t h  or rarefied set. See [3], [21], [51] and 
references therein* 
3.4 The int egrability condition 
It is shown in [23] that condition (3.5) with M = O and X = 742 is necessary and 
safncient for the Poisson integral to exist on &. Usiag the estimates in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.1 we non show that FAw[f] &sts on II+ whenever (3.5) holds. Here 
we are considering absolute integrability. Conditiondy convergent intepals will be 
dismsed in Chapter 8. 
Proposition 3.4.1 If f is meusurable on Rn-' then FAa[f] czists o n  & if and only 
if (3.5) holds. 
P , f :  Let z E II+ and 161 2 rnax(ll21z1). Then using (3.6) and (3.13), 
Let A = r2A1. Then 
@+m+ M - 1)*-' 
L (A - l)! 
holds for X > O. Therefore, 
whae depends only on M and A. It fonows that 
So (3.5) is sdcient to dehe Flar[f] onII.+. 
To prove the necessity of (3.5), suppose f is given and FAw[f] ezists on II+. With 
no loss of generality? f (yr) 2 O. There is a finite aequence of points y(1), y(2), - , y(L) E 
Etn-' such that u ill (y(2)) U u al (y (L) )  = Rn-< See (3.40) for the definition 
of QI. Each set is the region behreen two cones of h e d  angular opening. 
The intersection of Ql(y(a) with the unit sphere of Rn-' is a zone, i.e., if ê is the unit 
vector d/[g'I then û is in the zoneof d 8&/3 ê-6 5 &/2. The namber O < & 1 
is given befon (3.39). Let fil(y') be the interior of the intersection of n'(y') with 
the unit sphere. Then ~ ~ ~ = ~ f i ~ ( g ' )  = 6Bi, the unit sphae of Rn-'. Since aBl is 
compact this open covering has a finite sobcovering as prodaimed above. 
By taking anions and intersections, ne have meastuable sets Et c Bl(y(q), 1 < -
t 2 L, that are &joint and whose union is Rn-' \ BI. Let Zn > O be h e d  and let 
dl) = +zn&. D&e @(O by sin@(') = IY(aI/IdqI th- O 5 sinB(4 5 sh $ < 1 for 
some fixed Bo as discasseci following (3.39). With the above definitions, KM(& dl)), y')
is positive for each 1 < t 5 C and y' E ~ ~ ( ~ ( q )  (and hence positive for ail y' E Et). 
Since Fhdd[fl &s on II+ we have 
So, 1' f(yf)Kaa(A,d4, yl)dy' < oo for each 1 < L 5 L. Then, from (3.41), (3.42) 
and (3.43), 
f (9') b'l-(M+2A) dy' 
where kf)  and Gq are positive and depend on n, A, M and z. And, k* = minlssa #). 
Now, snmming (3.80) over L fiom 1 to C shows (3.5) holds. 
Other properties of modified kanels are dealt with in the next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Further results on modified kernels 
In this chapter we extend the definition of the modified kernel KM by allowing M 
to be an integer-valued fûnction of y'. There are also redts on the non-dence  of 
positive solutions to a Dirichlet problem and representations of Neumann solutions in 
terms of Dirichlet solutions. Another type of modified kemel is introduced and used 
to give as ymptotic expansions of solutions to half space p r o b h ~ .  
4.1 A Dirichlet problem without positive solutions 
The modïfied kerneIs KM, introduced in (3.6), are not of one sign. In the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.1 we had sgn(KM(X, x, y')) = -sgn(C*,(sin 8 cos P)) ,  where m 5 M - 
i is the large& intega such that C';(sin û cos 8') # O. As ly'l + m, (3.22) and 
(3.23) show that sgn(KM(A, x, y')) = sg(C&(sin 8 cos 0')) if C&(sin 8 cos 8') # O and 
-sgn(C&-,(si. û cos 8')) otheraise. And, for s m d  enough z, if y' is dose enough to 
y then [Iy' - y12 + zfijDA dl dominate aJl other tams in (3.6) and KM(X, x ,  y') will  
be positive. 
We have the following resdt about solutions to the Dmchlet problem. 
Theorem 4.1.1 If f 2 O such tlrd IR,,-, f(d) (lyfl' + 1)-l dy' = 00 then then are 
no positive solutions to (2.1)-(2.3). 
Proof Introdnce a cutoff firnction, &, such that 
O 5 & 5 1 and & is continuous. 
Suppose u 2 O and satisfies (2.1)-(2.3). Let UN = D[f &]. Given r > O, we ckim 
that u 2 u~ - B on aB,, n IL+ for large enough p. hdeed, we have AuN = O in ILt, 
UN = f & on BE+ and UN = 0(z& 1-') as 121 + cm (since f & has compact support, 
Proposition 2.2.1). So, u 2 on BII+ and luNl < s on aB, n II+ for latge enough 
p. Thaefbre, u > UN- E on OB: (aB; = {z E RnI Io1 = p, z,, > O)). Since E is 
arbitrary, u 2 UN on BB;. By the weak macimum principle, u 2 UN in B,f . But, 
Hence, there can be no mch u. 
The above theorem can &O be dedtaced fiom the genaal representation of non- 
negative harmonic fnndions on II+. The representation theorem states that aII pos- 
itive harmonie fimctions on IL+ are of the fona u(x) = DM(%) + cx,  where p is a 
positive Borel measure on Rn-' and c 2 O is a constant ([7], Theorem 7.24). Replacing 
p by the continttous a i o n  f gives Theorem 4.1.1. See item (ii) in f 9.1. 
4.2 Representation of the Neumann solution 
The modified k-el KM(& x, y') satisfies a Werentid-diffaence equation for the 
derivative wïth respect to 0, Izl, yi, 1 y l,2,, 19'1, y: and Br, rdating the derivative to 
KM(A + 1, =,y'), Ksa-i(X + 1, z, y') and KM-r(X t 1, z, y'). The integraiion of these 
equations give representations of the modifieci Neumann integral in terms of the mod- 
ified Dmchlet integd 
Proposition 4.2.1 Let n 2 3, M 2 O, X > 0, z E lI+ and y' E Rn-'. Use the 
convention t h t  K. = K ifm 5 0. Then 
The proofs rest on the identities 
C:(t)=O for m<O, C,*( t )= l  
(m + 2 ~ ) ~ : ( t )  = ~A[c;,' (t) - t CA:: ( t ) ]  
([63],4.7.28). In (iv) 2, is ked.  If O is held constant for the diikentiation then 
This leads to a sin3ar change in (iv) of Proposition 4.2.2. 
Proof of (i): From (3.1), (3.6), (4.1) and (4.2) 
The 0th- proofs follow in a s i m k  mamer fiom (4.1)-(4.4) or by differentiating 
(3.23). Note that P and 0 = sin 8 cos 8' = sin 8 G-f are independent of 1x1 and that 
tan û = lyl/zn so = y;zn/([zI2IyI) and 6B/azn = -sin 8/[zl. 
Integrating (i) through (iv) above and setting A = (n - 2)/2 we obtain 
Proposition 4.2.2 Let f ée rneummble with the origin not in the closure of its sup- 
port and sut&& (3.5) with A = (n - 2)/2 (n 2 3). kt M > O, A > 0, z E & 
and adopt the convention that Dm = D for m 5 O. Then the follotmng are e q w l  to 
The fonowhg notation has b e n  introduced. In (i)-(iv), if q and are in Rn-' 
then f,(a) = 21-% f(zz). In (i), if O 5 s _< n/2 then z(s) indicates x with the 
polar angle 8 replaced by s, i.e., =(a) = y(s) + z&)&, where y(8) = Ixlsinsi, 
z&) = (21 COS S, z(8) = x and y(@) = y. Note that [Z 1 and @ are independent of 8. 
n 
Proofi kitegrate each of (i)-(v) in Proposition 4.2.1 with respect to the relevant 
variable and set X = (n - 2)/2. Mdtiply by ((n - 2)/2) f (y') and integrate y' E Rn-'. 
Because of (3.5) the integrals [l f 11 (2) and DM-l [l f ~ l ]  (2) converge to continuous 
hc t ions  on ÏÏ+. The same is mie for each modified Dirichlet integral in (i)-(v). 
Fubini's Thecnern now jftstifies the interchange of orders of integration. 
Remark 4.2.1 We can relax the condition that f be continuous if we refrain fiom 
eduating NM[f] on This requires taking O 5 Bo < n/2, r o  > O, p > O and 
t ,  > O. We can dispense with the restriction on the support of f if f (y') 1 ~ ' l - ( ~ - ~ + * " )  
is integrable at the origin. When M = O thete is no restriction on the support of f. 
W e  can use Proposition 4.2.2(i) to confirm the growth estimate (3.67). If f satisfies 
(3.5) with A = (n-2)/2, n 2 3, and if0 5 < n/2 then (3.36) gives NM[f](x(80)) = 
o(lzlM). Rom Corollary 3.3.1, DM-l[fG](~) = o(1zIM secn-' 8) .  Integrating over 19 and 
using (i) of Proposition 4.2.2, 
C&APTER 4, FURT&ER RESULTS ON MODLFIED KERNELS 
in agreement with Corollary 3.3.2. 
4.3 Variable M 
By taking M a fked positive integer we were able to constract the modified kernel 
KM and this allowed us to e t e  a modified Poisson integrai that converged for data 
f satisfymg 
In patticnlar, this indudes any polynomid data In [22], Finkelstein and Scheinberg 
prove that if M is allowed to be an integer-valued fiuiction on Rn-', 
then for any continnous fiinction f on Rn-' there exista a fiuiction M of the above 
type so that DM[f]  is a classical solution to the half space Dmdet  problem, (2.1)- 
(2.3). The kernel KM is dehed as in (3.6) with M = M(y'), and Dar and f ix as in 
(3.9) and (3.11). It follows that if f is any meamrable fiinction on Rn-' then there 
is an M as in (4.6) such that FAa[f] exists on II+. With this new type of kemel, 
the numba of terms subtracted from [ly - y'12 + =fi]-* in (3.6) can vary with y' to 
compensate for growth of f (y'). 
The previous estimate 
fiom (2.8) of Theotem 2.2.1 (with a = X in the first two tams of (2.7) and a = 742 
in the third) can be nsed again to estimate fiSr. There are t a o  approaches. First, 
if M is a given bction, determine an integral condition on f (analogous to (4.5)) 
under which f i rr [ f ]  d s  on II+. Also, find a growth estimate for FAa[f] and prove 
it is sharp. The second approach is to assume f is a given hctioa.  The problem is 
then to find the "smallestn M fa whieh P*y[f] e a r t s  on II+. 
Start off with a givea foaction M as in (4.6). The modified kemei is 
= K(A, Z, y') (1 - 28( + c2)*-'Q- J (e, 6 )  (M(d)-i  dc, (4-9) 
where 8 = sinecos û', a = lzl/lyrl and Q- is gïven in (3.22). To estimate &*[f], ne 
need to prove an inegnality like (3.35) bat non taking into account the dependence 
of M on y'. 
Let 
and estimate the integrand. As in (3.30), 
- r ( 2 ~  + M) 
- F(PA)r(M) + 2A maw [sin rl C ~ + ~ ~ ( C O S  r l ) ]  . 0 9 l 4  2
The maximum of ~ & y ~ ( c o s  7 )  occurs at 4 = O which is where sin q = O. To determine 
the ma]Omu.m of this ptoduct we use the integral representation 
21-A I'(2A + m) cos[( A + m)t] & 
C 2 c o s d  = r y ~ )  (cos t - ccwr q)l-A ' (4.14) 
k O  
valid for X > O ([49], p.224). For M 2 2 it follows from inteqation by parts that 
Rom (4.13), if M 2 2 then for A > O 
The last step is by Stirling's approximation, (1.21). Thaefore, 
where a~ is a positive constant that depends only on A. When M = 1 this resdt still 
holds since Ck = O for m < O and Ct = 1. 
Now, iiom (4. IO), 
Eence, (3.34) and the above r d t s  lead to the estimate 
( b ~  depends ody on A). Eence, IFW[fl(z)l < w if 
r(24 
M U  (M + ao, Stirling's approximation). 
If M = 1 and s 2 1 then fÎom (3.37), 
If M 2 2 and s > 1+Mo1 then nrite 
CA sdl 
Mz" , where CA depends only on A. i -
And, if M 2 2 and 1 < s  5 1+ M-', thenarite 
dA sM < -- , where dA depends ody on A. 
The four estimates (4.31)-(4.34) give 
C ' T E R  4. FURTHER RESULTS ON MODIFIED KERNELS 
Rom (3.34), (4.26) and (4.28), 
where e* d e p d  only on A. Hence, IFAsr[fl(z)l < w if 
Theorem 4.3.1 In order for FAa[f] to aist on II+, a necessary and suficz'ent con- 
dition is 
for each a > O. 
Proofi Let a > O be gïven. Let p be 2A-1 or 2A, according as A 2 1/2 or O < X 5 112. 
Then 
if 1x1 2 e a ~ - ~ I M .  And, M - @ / ~  <- f so if 1û[ 2 eu then 1x1 "MP > ed and 
convergence in (4.25) or (4.37) implies convergence in (4.38). 
Now suppose z E II.+ is given. Then 
if a 1 log 121 + (plog M ) / M .  Since (log M ) / M  e-', if we taLe a = rnax(1og lzl+ 
p/e, O) then ed 3 I 2 I M ~ ~  and convergence in (4.38) implies convergence in (4.25) 
or(4.37). . 
Theorem 4.3.2 Given M: Rn-' + {O, 1,2, ) and a metasurable fvnction f defined 
on Rn-', if (4.38) holdp then FAS[f] (z )  = o(G((z1) secU) (z E II+, (z( + m), uihere 
The parameter C< is taken as 2X - 1 when A 2 112 and O when O < X 5 112. 
Proof. Apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to (4.24) and (4.36). W 
Determining the behaviofu of G(lz[) air lzl -t w is an interesting asymptotics 
problem. Assiiming aomething about M(g') as ly'l + m wiII probably be necessary. 
This point wi l l  not be pursued fnrther here. 
Now consider the situation where f is a given hction on Rn-'. W e  nish to deter- 
mine M ( f )  so that FAN[fj converges on IL+. Hence, we nant 1 f (y')[edl y'ld(M+2A) 
to be integrable over ly'l 2 1 fm each a > O. For any y' E Rn-' \ BI mch that 
1 f (yt)I 5 AlaJIB where A 2 O and B < Mo + 2X - n + 1 are constants and Mo 2 0 is 
an integer, we can take M ( y f )  = Mo. ki particalar, if 1 f (y') 1 < 1 then let 
Hence, in choosing M( y') ne r d y  only need to consider those y' for which ( f (y') 1 2 1. 
log If 1 + aM < log I + (M + 2 4  log 1 y'l (4-43) 
yields 
log 1 f 1 -log I - 2Mog ly'1 
M 2 
1% ISI - a 
This says what M m u t  be in order for (4.38) to hold. 
Theorem 4.3.3 Giuen finetions f ,  I and h locdly integ~able on Rn-' \ Bi such that 
1 Ls positive and integrable over Po' \ BI and h(y') + tx as Iy'I + oo then (4.38) 
holds if M is defined as follows. For those y' E Rn-' \ BI such that lyfl 5 2 or 
I f  (Y') l s 1 let 
And, > 2 so that If(y')I > 1 Uin, let M ( d )  = max(0, rM1(yr)1) where 
Here c 2 0 is any constant, 
Proof By the preceding remab we need only consider ly'l > 2 where 1 f (y') 1 2 1- 
Let c > O be a constant and let Et C Rn-' \ B2 be the set where 1 f (y') 1 2 1 and 
log f'(d''-lOgI(dl -2A 5 c- Let M'(y') = c on Ef . For y' E Er ae have 
hic Id I 
and 
If ly'l > 2 so that 1 f (y f ) \  > 1 and 
then take 
W e  now have 
5 I ( Y ~  for large enongh [ y'l. 
Hence, (4.38) holds with M = Ml. 
The h c t i o n  M H edl has derivative ePMl y'l-*(a - log lyf 1). It is a 
demeasing fnnction of M if ly'l > ea. Thmefore, (4.38) still holds when we let 
M(Y') = =(O, rM11). . 
Enatic pointwise behaviour of f need not Iead to erratic behaviour of M. The 
fnndion 1 can be chosen so that log 1 f (yf) 1 - log I(y') is continuous. For example, 
we could write I = fg where g is continuous and chosen so that fg is integrable over 
Iv'l > 1- 
The condition h(yr) + w cannot in general be omitted. For suppose O 5 h ( y f )  < 
ho whae ho is a positive constant. Let a 2 2b. Then for ly'l > 1 it f o h s  that 
Let f ( y f )  = eldl 2 1 and I(y') = Iy'l-". Then &,, I(yt) dg' < oo but 
which is not integrable over [y' 1 > 1. So the integral in (4.38) diverges. 
And, if I is not integrable over 1 y'l > 1 then (4.38) may f d  to hold. Let c 2 O 
be a constant. Given h(y') + oo, let f(yf) = exp[h(y')[ytl/log (y'[ + [y'[] and I ( y f )  = 
exp[h(yt)[dl/log Iy'I]. Then I(b) 2 1 for ly'[ > 1 and I is not integrable. And, 
> c for large enough 1 y'[. 
But, with Ml givm by (4.47) ne have 
So (4.38) does not hold. 
When f is a polynomial (or of polynomial order) M can be taken as a constant. 
Coroiiary 4.3.1 When f is of polynomid order, 1 f (Y ' )  1 5  AI^^ I N  for large enough 
1 y'l, it sufices to take 
Proufi Let I(y') = ly' Il-" log-@ 161 where /3 > 1 is a constant. Let h be as in the 
theorem with h(y ' ) = o(log 1 y'[). Then for y' such that 1 y' 1 > 1 and 1 f (y'[ 2 1, we 
have 
If 2A is not an integer then for large enough If[ we have M1(yf) < N - 12XJ + n - 1. 
And, we can take 
for ail y' E Ra-' \ Bi. 
Take c = Mo. Then Ml = Mo and M = [Mol and the theorem gives the expected 
d u e  for M. Note that if h(y') = o(1og lytl) then, when If(yf)l 2 1, Ml(yf) = 
[l + h(yf)/log ly'l]Mo, which is asymptotic to Mo. 
W e  conclude this section wit2~ an example of data with greater than polynomial 
growth. 
Example. If #? and 7 are positive constants and f (y') = yfl7), let I(yf) = ly'l-". 
Then for any positive constant c7 
Ply'l' + ,& - 2A = -  
log lefl 
> c for large enough 1 y'l. 
4.4 Second type of modified kernel 
Using the generating f'anction (3.13) wïth z = Iy'l/lzl, t = 8 = sin 9 cos O', we caa 
define a second type of modiâed k m d  
defined for lzl > O and M 2 1. The convergence condition comesponding to (3.5) is 
now 
gn-i 
Define bas and fiM ia temu of &N as in (3.2) and (3.3). Each Z&(-("~)C~'*(~) in 
the kernel PM is harmonie in Rn\{O) (3.2.1). Similady with (zl-(mfnfn2)~(n-2'2) (8) 
in the ke~lnel@". Hence, Dnr[f] and &[f] are harmonic in II+. Results similar to 
Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 hold for RM, DM and NM. 
Hoaever, &[f]  is not wntinuous on ÏÎ+. Since (4.63) implies (2.6) (with A = n/2) 
the unmodified Poisson integral D [ f ]  is continuous for z, 2 O if f is continuous. 
Hence, 
and D&] is continuons for 2, 2 0, z # O. Similar rem& apply to the Neumann 
case. We wdl work aith Bnr and RM only in the limit lzl -t oo. 
Growth estimates for PAS are similar to those for PA-. 
Theorem 4.4.1 If (4.63) holds for measutable f then 
FAN[fl (z) = O([Z s&* e) (Z E n+, l ~ l +  a ~ )  
and fnip esttesttmcrte is shav in the sense of Dejintion 9.9.1. 
Proof: Thmughout the proof di and d2 will be positive constants (depending on X 
and M). In (3.23) replace 1z[/ly'l 
P = lar'lllzl* 
If X 2 f then (3.32) and (3.34) 
by lyf[/lzl and in the proof of Theorern 3.3.1 let 
give 
Since (1 + p)" - 1 + O as p + O, integrating (4.65) and noting (4.63), dominated 
convergence gives 
If O < X < then (3.32), (3 -34) and (3.37) give 
To prove this sharp, interchange lzl and ly'l in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 and 
proceed in a similar manner. . 
The modified k m e l  fivaishes an asymptotic expansion of D [f ] and N[f 1. 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let f 6e me(xs11dle such that (4.63) holds for a positive integer M. 
tahere Y,) is given by (4.66) éelotu und às a spherical hannonie of degree rn that 
vanishes o n  aII+ and Y:) itt *en by (4.67) beloui and is a sphericd harmonic of 
degne m whose nomal derivutàue vanisies on a&. The data f can be chosen so 
thut sirnultuneously the leading order t e m  (m = O) does not vanislr and the order 
relation i s  sharp (in Me sense of Definition 3.3.1). 
Proofi To prove (i) use (4.62) with A = n/2, f as in the Theorem and lzl > 0, 
M-1 
Iy'Im 
D[f](s) =%Zn / f ( ~ 3  F ~ ~ ' 2 / . ( @ ) d ~ r f  f i~ [ f ] (~ ) -  
Rn-' -0 
Now (i) follows fiom Theorem 4.4.1 aad the definition 
Clearly YS, vanishes when B = n/2. It is a spherical harmonic of degree m + 1 
by Remark 3.2.1. 
Given J>(z) = ~ ( l z l - ( ~ + " - ~ )  secn-l O )  take f as in Theorem 4.4.1 so that D ~ [ ~ ] ( z )  = 
O( lz l-(M-h-2) secnh1 8) is sharp. In pattidar, f can be taken to be positive for y1 > O 
with a super-even extension (M even) or super-odd extension (M odd) to y1 < O 
(AA > 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 (3.51)). The leadhg order term ia (i) is with 
m F O, fl)(i) = %cos O / f(y')  dgr. With f as above this spheEd hainnonic 
Rn-1 
does not vanish if O 5 B < 7rf2. With the dennition 
y(i)(%) = - 0" / f (y') [ i lrn cg-')/ '(43) dy ', 
n - 2  
Rn-1 
the proof of (ii) is similar. R 
Remark 4.4.1 If /p., 1 f (y')1 dyr < oo and f (y') dyr = O then (4.63) holds with 
M = 1 and the leadiag behaviour is D[fl(z)  = o(lzl-("-') secn-' B )  and N [ f ] ( x )  = 
O( 1 z l-(n-2) O). 
The addition formula for Gegenbauer po1ynomials can be used to separate the t? 
dependence in (if and (ii) . First write 
where 
([20] 10.9.33, 10.9-19). Then (4.66) becomes 
where 
ER-1 
and is independent of lzl and 8. 
tThe first tenn in the eum over m in this fonnuia should r d  22m. 
A oimilar sepasation of 124, 4 and dependence in (5) is given by 
If the integral in (4.63) converges for aIl M 2 1, letting M -t oo in Theorem 4.4.2 
wiil give asymptotic series for D M [ f ]  aad NM[fl .  As the following example shows, 
these series wi l l  not in general be convergent. 
Example. Let f(y) = exp(-lyl) and let dw,-i be d a c e  measure on the unit b d  
of Rn-l. Then for n 2 3, (4.67) becomes 
- a - (m + n - 2)! (TZ - 2) w ~ - ~  ICA(@), 
n - 2  
where 
and the surface integral was evaluated by sphdcal means [38]. The integral fgL(8) 
(O, rn odd. 
= O). As k -P oo, 
cftœ2)12(cos e) - 2 ( 4 2  + 2k - 2)! sin [nlr/4 - (nt2 + 2k - 1) O] 
(n/2 - 2)! (2k)! (2 sin B)n12-l 
([63) 8-4-13), so Stirling's approltimation shows that for h e d  z 
With the Dmchlet expansion we have nom (4.66) 
where w 
If n > 5 then (3.15) and integration by parts give 
and 
(zl"~('!(i) diverges as M -+ m. 
and replace 0 by 7r/2 - 4 (see the end of the proof of Lemmia 3.2.1). With Dirichlet 
M-1 c m! sin[(m + l)@] 
diverges as M + a o  
r"' 
for k e d  z = tcos4ê1 + r ~ i n @ ê ~ .  
When n = 3, I:~(B) can be evalaated in tams of Legendre polynomials (since 
&'(t) = P,(t)) and nhen n = 4, 1:(6) can be evalnated in terms of trigonometric 
hctions. In both cases, the conhion of (4.68) remains valid. 
Chapter 5 
The logarit hmic kernel 
5.1 Kernels for the half space Neumann problem 
When n = 2, the half plane Neumann problem is 
where f : PI + R is a continuous fandion. Polar coordinates are XI = r cos 4, 
z2 = rsinq5, and II+ is theset 2 2  > 0, 2 1  E R O ~ T  > 0, O < 4 < r. The angle 4 i s  
measured from the positive 2 1  axis on a&, whereas B fiom chapters 3, 4 and 5 was - 
meas-ured from the normal ( ln12 - $1 = 8). 
Provided 
a solution to (5 -1)-(5.3) is 
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S i .  the domain II+ is unbounded there is no fiuther integrability condition on f. 
As with K(A, %,y') = [Iyr- y12+z~-*, (3.1), the Nezzman~ Lerne1 diverges to +w 
at its singnlanty [ = zl, 21 = O. Because the kernel in (5.6) ïs not of one sign and 
&O diverges as r -, w, it is more difûdt to fhd the growth of (5.5) under (5.4). 
This will be done by writing Nenmann solutions as integrals of Dirichlet solutions, 
aiong the lines of Proposition 4.2.2. 
When the integral in (5.4) diverges but 
for a positive integer M the modified Neumann kmel  is of use. This is defined as in 
(3.6) fkom the generating hction 
00 
2"' cos(7nt) 
log (1 - 2 * c o s t + t 2 )  = -2C m ; 1.1 < 1, t E IR. (5.9) 
mzl 
This formala may be obtained from the Taylor expansion 
by writing 
log(1- 2 t  cos t + z2) = log(1- leit)  j log (1 - ze-") . (5.11) 
See; for example, [18], p.27. In equation (5.9), put z = t / C  and t = 4. The modified 
And No is defiaed to be N. Let NM[fl be defined by 
and let w be a continuous fimction as in Corollary 3 -3.1. Then u(t, #) = NM[w f 1 (r, 4) + 
N'[(l - w) f](r, 4) is a solution of (5.1)-(5.3) for eaeh M 2 0. The major goal of 
this chapta is to provide a sharp estimate (Definition 3.3.1) of (5.13) under (5.4) 
(M = O) or (5.8) (M 2 1). 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we had an expansion of KM in Gegenbauer polynomials, Cm, 
with X > 0, (3.6). Because of the limit ([63], 4.7.8) 
N' is in some sense the Mt of KM as A -t O. Many of the r e d t s  in this chapta 
will dosely parallel those of Chapters 3 and 4. 
5.2 Integral form of the modified kernel 
To derive an integral representation of NM, let 
Lemma 5.2.1 If M 2 1 then 
Proofi Fnst suppose M 2 2. Mdtiply the identity 
by sm+' and mm fkom rn = 1 to M - 1. As in Lemma 3.3.1; 
This differential equation is solved subject to SM-l(0) = O. The solution is 
The second integral is -$ log(l - 2s cos 4 + a'). So (5.17) follows on pntting s = r /c  
in the above equation. 
When M = 1, direct integration of (5.17) &es (5.12). 
5.3 Integral representations of Neumann solutions 
In the present notation, the modiiied Dmchlet integral is 
€=-a, 
whae (from (3.7) and (3.28)) 
In order to work with both Cartesian and polar coordinates we d abuse notation by 
writing DM[f]  (zi, z2) = DM[f] (r, 4) where x l  = r cos q5 and zz = r sin 4- Similarly 
with NM, DM and NM. 
Each derivative of NM with respect to zl, 2 2 ,  r or 4 is a hear combination of 
DM, and 
Proposition 5.3.1 Let M 2 O. Use the convention that Dm = V i fm  5 0. Then 
Proof of (ii): Diffkrentiating (5.17) with respect to r gives 
Using the identity 
sin(mq5) cos 4 - sin[(m - 1141 
cos(mqi) = (5.23) sw 
The other proofs are done in a like manner by diffkrentiating (5.17) or (5.12). Or, 
let A + O in Proposition 4.1 ((iii) and (iv) there reduce to (iü) in the present case). 
Proposition 5.3.2 Let M 2 0. Let f be a measumble 1;nction JO that 
Use the convention that D, = D for m 5 O. Let z = ziCi + z2ê2 E II+ (zl = r cos 4, 
2 2  = + sin 4). Then 
The funetion I : IP + R is the identity and 6 f is interpreted as pointwise multipli- 
cation of I and f, Le., (bf )(t) = t f (t). 
Proofi Integrate each of (i)-(iv) in Proporition 5.3.1 with respect to the relevant vari- 
able. The condition (5.26) enm~es all the Dirichlet integrds converge to continuous 
functions on a. Fùbini's Theorem d 0 ~ 8  interchange of orders of integration. 
5.4' Growth estimates for the logarithmic kernel 
- 
It is difficult to estimate N'[fi djrectIy. But, (i) of Proposition 5.3.2 writes NM[f]  in 
terms of DM-l[~f l  and t h  Dirichlet integral can be estimated k g  Theorem 3.3.1. 
Park (i) of Proposition 5.3.2 gives 
Each part above can be etimated separately. 
Lemma 5.4.1 r f  f sutlsfics (5.27) then 
00 
- / f ( f l ~ + o ( l ) a s r - t a o ,  i f f  i s n o t o d d .  
O for al1 r, i f  f .9 odd 
If f àk not odd, then the t e m  o(1) in the case of odd f is sharp in thut given 
ony bounded positive fvnction $ on [O, w),  w*th $(r) -t O as r + 00, the* ezists a 
findion f  satisfaring (5.27) such that 
Cw> 
log 7- 
IN[f] (r ,n/z )  + - f ( O 4  
7r 
Proof. Fust note that if (5.27) holds then 
W e  have 
m 
(=-a, 
The kst line above is by the Domiaated Convergence Theorem. 
And, N [ f ] ( r ,  z/2) = O for all r if f is odd. 
€=-oo 
when f is not odd, use the method in Proposition 2.2.3. Given a bonnded -ion 
11, with +(+) -+ O as r -+ 00, Lemma 2.2.1 allows us to assame $ is decre=ing, 
+ E C1([O, a)) and +'(O) = O. Let 
m 
= -2- log 2 / < ~ y ~ ) l ~ g  ($+ 1) 4 (5.37) 
€=O 
00 
2 -i / $'(E)log ($+ 1) 4 (5.38) 
log 2 
Note that convagence in (5.27) implies the existence of D[&f 1 in (5.28). The 
growth estimate in Theorem 22.1 can be integrated over 4. Pd a = b = 1 and n = 2 
in Theorem 2.2.1. Since 
- pog (cse t - cot t)]zi 
= log(csc 4 - cot 4) 
it fellows that 
The hction 1 log(csc4 - cot 4) 1 is symmetric about 4 = 4 2  skice 
The estimate in (5.43) can be improved because it f a  to take into acconnt the 
logarithm factor in (5.27). 
To acmately determine the growth of D[hf] under (5.27), write 
where 
and 
The number N = N(r)  > e wiIL be determined in Lemma 5.4.4. 
Remark 5.4.1 A complete asymptotic expansion of & as T + ao may be obtained 
by expanding in Legendre polynomials (A = 112 in (3.13)). 
P T O O ~  Let
and 
intepte by parts: 
The last integrd above can be evahated if the roots of pi are known. We have 
(log E - 1)~' + 2& ccw 4 - (log [ + 1)t2 PW = 
log2 (p - 2cr cos 4 + s')' 
The transeendental equation p i ( [ )  = O eannot be solved directly. Howeva, the 
quadratic in (5.59) can be fadored for r = +(& 4), viz. 
the fnnction ( » e/ (log 6 - 1) has derivative (log 6- 2) (log [- 1)-' and is an increasing 
function of [ for [ 2 e2. Consequently, r((,qb) is is inueasing ftinction of C (6 2 2) 
and (5.61) ha9 a unique solution for ( in terms of r (for each fixed 4). This equation 
can be solved approximately by noting the asymptotic behaviour as ( -, m: 
i-e., hne+o. T(& #)/( = if. Hence, we can w&e 
where E(r, 4) = o(1) (z E II,, r + w) and O 5 E(r, 6) < 1 for krge enough r -  Pot 
c/r = 1 - E(r, 4) in (5.60). Then 
where 
Tkeating (5.65) as a quadratic in E, 
- 2(1- cos #)/log r - R(E)/ log  r (5  -69) 
1 + dl - 2(1 -cos+) / logt  + ~ ( ~ ) / l o ~ r  
Since R(E(r, 4)) = o(1) as z -t 00, ne have E(r, 4) - ( 1  - cos #)/log r as z + m. 
Rom (5.60), 
and 
> O  for N < t < r - r E ( r , + )  
= O  for ( = r  - r E ( r , 4 )  
< O  for > r  -TE(+,+) 
- 2(r - T E )  Fi(N) (5.74) 
(iog(1- E)  + log r )  [2(1- COS 6)  - 2 ( 1 -  cos 4)E + E2] t2 '
And, &(N) + O as N + oo, so given €1 > O there is Ni > e wch that N > Nl 
impEes Fl(N)  < €1. Thedore, & = O ([i--:).bgP) -, O0 in II+- 
For the integral $&fm - f (e) log tpt(() 4 we have the same r d t s  with 4 H 7r  - 4. 
The lemma now follows. 
Lemma 5.4.4 If (5.27) holds then Iz = o ( l / ( r  log r)  ) as z -+ cm in II+. 
Thedore, fi([) 5 m(N) for e 5 5 N. Let r > N then 
In Lemma 5.4.3 we hsd N > NI > e. Non, given €2 > O we will show that 
N / [ ( r  - N)* log < e2/(r log r )  for appropriately large r and N. We can take 
€2 5 min(1, 25/(4N1)). Let t 2 2 5 ~ ~ ~  . Then 
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and we cao take 
Non replace Q by 
Lemmas (5.4.1)-(5.4.4) can now be combined for an estimate of N [f] .
Theorem 5.4.1 Let (5.27) hold for a memrable findion f .  If f às odd then 
If f i s  not odd, w i t e  N [ f ] ( r ,  4) = u(+, 4) + v ( r )  where u(r, 4) = N [ f ] ( r ,  4) - 
N [ f ] ( r , r / % )  and v ( r )  = N[f ] ( r , r / 2 ) .  Then 
~ ( f  9 4 ) = O log t and u(r )  = -- log' n / f g ) q + o ( l )  osz -t m i n - .  
-00 (5.89) 
( Io 1- cosdl) The estimates O ,& ) are shmp in the sense of Definition 9.13. And, the 
estirnute V(r)  := v ( r )  + J-: f = o(1) is shorp in that, for any positivc jùnction 
$ (r ) = ~ ( r )  as r  + 00, there U a finction f satàsfing (5.27) so that 1 V(r) 1 /$ (r ) ft O 
Io 1- cosdi) Note that o ( 2, ) snd o(1) are not eomparabk. Let Y(r, 4) = log csc log r 
and suppose O < 4 5 6 < 4 2 .  Then u = O(?!) if and only if u(r, 4) = o(log(1- 
1 cos dl)/ log r) ,  siace log(1 - 1 corr 41) and log C S C ~  have essentially the same behaviour 
except at 4 = r/2 (Th& ratio is bounded if q5 is kept away nom ~ 1 2 . ) .  On the 
curve r(4) = cscd we have O(r,0)  = 1. On the m e  r(#) = logcsc# we have 
Q (T, 4) = log arc 41 log log csc # -+ m as T + m. And, on the cmve r(#) = constant 
Io 1- corbD we have *(+, 4) = O(l/ log r) .  Hence, neither O ( g( dr ) nor o(1) is dominant. 
Proofi Rom Lemmas 5 A.2-5.4.4' and equations (5.46)-(5 .48), Il + I2 + I3 = 0(1/ [(l- 
1 cos 4l)r log r] )  as z + m. Now look at (5.28), (5.45) and Lemma 5.4.1. If f is odd 
then 
This gives (5.88). 
When f is not odd, the contribution fkom N[f](t, r 1 2 )  (Lemma 5.4.1) must be 
added for (5.89). 
Fkst suppose that O < 4 5 r / 6  so that cos 4 > O. Then - 2 6 ~ - l  cos 4+ 1 2 1 
whenever 6 2 Zr cos 4 or 6 5 O. Nor use the fact that f is odd to write 
Since O < + 7r/6 iffonows that O 5 cos+-sui4 2 mst#+sin# < fcos+. Let 
With the change of variable t = f - cos q5 this becomes 
= ~(7.4) (-I) n log (t2 + sin2 4 - zt + 2 sin 4 aretan (&)]" 
Finally, since log(sin #) 5 log(1/2) < 2 - r / 2  - log 2 when O < # 4 n/6, ne have the 
lower bound 
Now, given any ieguence {dg) in IL+ and any fnnction 16 : B -t R with $(r) = 
o(log(1- [ cos 4l)/ log r )  (z + m in IL,), to prove sharpn-s of (5.88) we have to 
show that N [ f ] / +  f i  O on some aabsequence of {2(9). With no loss of generality, 
it may be assamed that Iz(q1 + w monotonically (take a subsequence of {di)) if 
necessaty). 
Fit& suppose there is a sabsequence I(') = ws 4; êl + Ti  sin4i  ê2 with O < di 5 
r / 6 .  Using (5.93), it d c e s  to show that 
Let 
Note that for O < 4; < r / 6 ,  we have T ~ ( C O S  4i + 1.5 siir &) 5 ri(& + 1.5)/2 and 
(COS &+l - 1.5 sin 4i+l) 2 t i + l ( f i  - 1.5)/2. The intends (r; COS &, sin 4;) are 
disjoint if ri+l 2 (fi + l.5)(& - l.5)-' ri. This can always be arranged by taking a 
Rom the definition of f ,  we have F(rc cos &, risin &) = fi. So if we define fi = 
.(ri sin log ri i2)-' then (5.94) is satisfied. It remaias to show (5.27) holds. That 
condition is equivalent to convergence of the series 
kl 
And with fi as above, this series becomes 
2 log (ri COS 6) 
kl 
i' log ri 
This establisha sharpness in (5.88) when f is odd and there is a subsequence of {di)) 
in the sector O < 4 5 n / 6 .  
Non suppose that f is odd and that each elment of {dq) is in the sector n/6 5 
$5 x/2. W e  have 
We can assume that rl 2 2 and {ri) is an inaeasing sequence. Then log(E2 - 
where f i  > O is a sequence given below. We non have 
W e  can assume we have a snbsequence E(') = cos 4i êdl + Ti  sin & ê2 saeh that 
Let fi = [$ (d i ) )  l/ log ri. Condition (5.4) is satisfied if ~ n d  o d y  if 
With fi as above we have 
and (5.105) holds. Also, N[fl(ri; &)/l+(l(fl) 1 2 1. Thedore, (5.88) is sharp when f 
is odd By symmetry this holds for O < + < r- 
When f is not odd, take f as above and add a positive hction satisfping (5.35) 
in Lemma 5.4.1. The r d t i n g  fgndion gives the desird sharpness. . 
Since lI+ is unbounded, f (c) need not vanish for N[fl  to be a solution 
of (5.1)- (5.3). However, as shown below, f (6) log(t2 + f ) is zero (for all r ) 
preusely when f is odd. This means that v in (5.89) is not identidy zero. 
Lemma 5.4.5 If (5.27) holds for continuous f then N [ f l ( r , n / 2 )  = O for dl r 2 O 
if and only if f is an odd furaction. 
Proof. If f is odd then N [f ] (r, */2) = O since it has an even kernel. 
If N[f](r, n/2) = O for al1 T 2 O let g(t) = f ( t )  + f (-0 if if 2 O and g(c)  = O if 
E < O. W e  have 
aN[fl (r, Ir/,) = O, f (0)  = -- 
ar 
so g is continuous. And, 
Let u(r, 4) = N[gj (r ,  4) and consider u as a fonction in the left qnarter plane r > 0, 
ir/2 < 4 < a. Since u(r,n/2) = O, u can be extended across the y-axis to O < 4 < */2 
as an odd bction (Schwarz Mection Prinaple, see 51.2). Define 
Theorem 6.4.2 (witb N = 0) now says v = N[O] = O. But u and v a p e  on the l& 
quartet pkne so u = O on IL,. By the same theorem, g = O and f is odd. . 
Remark 5.4.2 If f is assumed onlp to be meamrable so that (5.27) holds and 
J;f.o(f (t) + f (-e))P c& converges for some -1 < a < O (f being bounded at the 
origin d c e s )  and if N[fl(r ,n/2)  is only known to be zero for r in an open subset 
of Et+, ne can d obtain the conclusion that f is odd. Define g as above. The 
fùnction N[fl  is real andytic on II+ ([7], page 21). It follows that N [ f ] ( t ,  7t/2) is a 
real analytic fnnction of r for r > O. Since it YaniShes on an open set it Mnishes for 
all T E R. DXaentiate anda the integral sign and write 
The MeIlin traflsform of g, 
is analytic in the strip O < Re(s) 5 1 + a. Let h(6) = ((r + 1)-'. The Mellin 
and is andytic in the strip O < %(s) < 2. The convolution of g and h is 
(see, for example, [ls]). The convolution is andytic in the common strip 1 + a < 
%(s) < 1. But fiom (5. Ils), g* h(r) = O fot t > O. Therefore, G(J) H(1-  5 )  ranishes 
identically for 1 + a < &(s) < 1. And, H ( 1 -  s) = H ( s )  = ?r sec(zs/2)/2 # O in 
this ship. Hence, G vanishes identically there and so g vanishes h o s t  everywhere 
for r > O. Therefore, f is odd (aknost everywhere). 
5.5 The modified kernel 
The modiiied Neumann integral, Naa[f], uui be estimated using the integral repre- 
sentation of the kernel given in part (i) of Proposition 5.3.1. 
Theorem 5.5.1 Let M 2 1 be an integer. If (5.8) holds for a measurable function 
f then 
The estimate is sharp in the sense of Theorem 5.4.1. 
PTOO~ Use (i) of Proposition 5.3.2 to write 
-12 
An nppa bound on IDM [fl 1 was obtained in (3.35) of Tbeorem 3-23. And, 1 DM-1 [ ~ f  1 1 
wdl  have the same upper bound. It follows that Dir-l[bfl(r,4) = o(pblog(l - 
I cos 41)). 
The hal term in (5.126) is 
Let 
The preliminary results above vill now lead to an estimate of NM[f  ] (r,  4 2 ) .  Let 
r > 1. Rom (5.133), we have 
Let F(c )  = Jz If(t)lt-%ft. Then F ( c )  = o(1) as 6 + m. And, given c > O, there 
is a nnmba N > 1 depending on s so that F ( v )  €12 for dl v 2 N. Let r 2 N and 
M 2 2. Then, using (5.136), 
(5.140) 
(5. Ml) 
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Henq Nx[f&, 4 2 )  = O(+) fm M 2 2. (Ushg a similar constraction for 5 < -1.) 
where 






Since log+/+ + O as r + a, we can dways find t (dependhg on e) such that 
log +Ir 5 c/(2NF(1)). With mch an r, 
(If F ( l )  = O thea (5.160) holds for any r 5 1.) Hence, NM[fl(r,  */2) = O(*) for all 
To prove the estimate NM[f](+,  7r/2) = O(+) iS s h q ,  suppose + is aiiy botmded 
positive hct ion  that tends to zero at infinity. By Lemma 2.2.1 we can a s m e  $J is 
continuonsly differentiable and decreasing. Let - 
Rom (5.129) and (5.132) we have I 2 Mw1(r/[)' for 2 r. Thus, 
giving sharpness as in Theorem 5.4.1. 
The proof that c: DM[f ](r, t )  dt = O(* log(1- 1 cos 4 1)) is sharp is similar to 
the-previous sharpness proofs in Theorems 3.3.1 and 5.4.1. N 
Chapter 6 
Uniqueness and spherical 
harrnonics 
6.1 Introduction 
The classical Phragmén-Lindelof Principle(see the next chapter) ensures UILiqueness 
(2.3) under the growth condition u = o(lz1) as lzl + ao in II+. How- 
satisfies (2.6) then u = D[f ] is a solution even though f (y) needn't be 
the Poisson integral to exid. And, as we have seen above, exÏstence of 
the Poisson integral does not imply any a priori poinhnse behaviour of u on al&. 
We now establish a theorem that parantees a unique solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with a 
growth condition compatible wïth any data f satisfging (2.6). It pives aniqueness to 
a harmonic polynomial of degree N when f satisfies 
lm-, i ~ , 2 ~ ~  < oo for some IV 1 1. 
6.2 Spherical harmonics and homogeneous harmonic 
In this section we wiU Iist some relevant faets about homogeneous harmonie polpo- 
miab and sphaical harmonics. General references are [7], [14], [20] and [62]. The 
basic properties of spherical harmonics are derived fkom fist priaciples in [59]. Group 
syrnmetry properties are cbcussed in [32]. 
Let Pk deuote the set of homogeneous harmonic polynomi& of degree k; h E Pk 
if h is a polynomial of degree k such that 
Lt will be convenient to define Pk = {O) for k < O. Due to (6.2), an eiement of Pk is 
determined by its values on the unit sphere (h(z) = h(1zlO) = lzl h(5))). 
The spherical harmonics of degree k are the restriction of elements of Pk to the 
unit sphere. We write Y(i) = h(5) for h E A and defme 
Y k  = {Y: -t W 1 Y ( i )  = h(b) for some h E A). (6-4) 
There is a one-t-ne correspondence between Pk and &; h(x) = [ Z ( ~ Y ( Z ) .  The 
elewents of YI are andytic fiinctions on the unit sphere If we write r for 121 
then the Laplacian in Rn can be umitten 
which defines A as a Merentid operator on fanctions *ce difkrentiable on 
We c d  A the LaplaeBeltrami operator. The spherical harmonics are eigenfapctions 
of A, Le., AY + k(k + n - 2)Y = O for Y E yk. 
With the usud pointaise dclfinitions of s c a a t  mdtiplication and vedor addition 
yk is a v&or qace of dimension 
When n = 2, d(2, k) = 2 2 d  yk is the van of {ain(kg5), as(kq5)). Equivalently, there 
are hro hearly independent homogeneous harmonie polynomials of each degree in 
two vanables. These are listed ap to degree five in Table 6.1 below. For ease of 
reading we have wrîtten zl = z = rcosq5 and z2 = y = rsLi4. 
Table 6.1: Homogeneons harmonie polynomials in two variables 
The elements of Pk have been chosen so that the conesponding elements of & 
are cos(kq5) and sin(k4). For example, z3 - 32y2 = t3(cosS 4 - 3 COS 4 sin2 4) and 
cos(39) = cos(2d) cos 4 - sin(20) sin 4 
= ( c o s ~ ~ - s ~ ~ ~ ~ ) c o s ~ ~ - ~ u > s # s ~ ~ ~ ~  
= cos3 6 - 3 cos 4 sin2 4. 
Whenn=3 wewritezl = Izlsi.0 cos#,zz = [zlsid sinqhnd zs = [zlcos8. A 
basis for yk is asady taken as 
where -k 5 rn 5 k and is the associated Legendre hction. Alternatively, the 
set {l,  COS 6 )  cos(mq5), T(cos 8) sin(m+))kl is a real basis for YL. 
Ekp1icit fannuh fm spherical harmonies are given in [20]. For n > 3 they are 
represented as prodmcts of Gegenbauer polynomi& and tngonometric fnnctions. 
Let f and g be ( r d )  
on a&. Under the inna 
fixnctions on the unit sphere and d a c e  measure 
product 
the spaces Yk are orthogonal, Le-, if f E Yk, g E Y' and k # 1 then (f, g) = O. Each 
yk is a vector snbspace of the set of L2 fnnctions on the Mit sphere and for any 
f E ne have the expansion f = fk where fk E Yk and convergence is in 
the norm induced by the above inner ptoduct. Hence, the Elbert space C2(Sn-r) is 
t h e d n e c t w m 0 f ~ ~ , ' 0 1 y ~ , ~ ~ , - - -  aadwewrite 
a0 
L'(Sn-i) = $ YI.. (6-5) 
k a  
There is a corresponding result for Pk. A strengthened fom of this expansion d be 
nsed in the proof of the nniqtleness theorem (Theorem 6-4.1). 
6.3 Three lemmas 
The following 1emmas wdl be usefnl. 
A proof is given in [14], p.534. It is based on Etder's theorem for homogeneons 
functions, namely, z VH(z) = k H ( z )  where H is a homogenous fùnction of degree 
k. 
Our uniqueness proof depends on the fact that, on the unit sphere, the product of 
any polynomial and a spherical hatmonic has a finite expansion in terms of spherical 
harmonies. To prove this ne use t&ee lemmas. 
Lemma 6.3.1 If h E Pk (k 2 0)  and p 2 O iJ an integer, thm there aan hj E Pj 
whem i i s  a fized integer, 1 5 i 5 n. 
Proof The proof is by induction on p. 
If p = O the r d t  is immediate. 
If (6.6) holds for O p 5 q then 
Wnting Ai = [n + 2 ( j  - 1)]-l for j 2 1 and Aj = O fm j 5 O, the fandion := 
and the r e d t  follows. 
The case p = 1 is given in [62], p. 226, Lemma 3.4. 
The spherical harmonies of degree k are the restriction of elements of Pk to the 
unit sphere. Lemma 6.3.1 with i = n may be written 
Lemma 6.3.2 I fh  E Pk (k 2 0) and ri 2 O a n  intqers, tnen there are hi E Pj 
svch that 
P 
when p = x p i .  
k 1  
Proof. The case when all the ri are zero except one is covered by Lemma 6.3.1. Use 
the convention that for any m-taple c, h r )  E A (1 m 5 n). Hence, repeatedly 
where we have written L = Li + Lz + - + 4,. Collecting together homogeneous 
polynomials of the same degree gives the combinatorid sum 
Example. Let n = 2 and h(x, y) = z2 - y2 E P2. Then 
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A caldation shows 
Lemma 6.3.3 Let P be u p o l y ~ m i d  of degmep and h C R. Then there are k;. c Yi 
such that 
FHst consider zLnx>-y - - - z?, where ri 2 O, ri = r < p. By Lemma 
6.3.2, 2kn -*-z? h ( ~ )  = XPo, ~ z I ~ ~ ~ ~ ( z ) ,  where hj ri Pi- Restriding z to the 
unit sphere via the map z H i = 2/121 gives Z n  - - ir;l h(z) = &+g-u(4), 
where k;- E Yi and Zi = zi/lzl. Since P( î )  is a linear combination of terms like 
zn Z z  the redt  foilows. 
In the example above, when z is restricted to the unit sphere, we have z = 
r cos 4 H COS 4 and y = r sin t# i+ sin 4, and (6.11) expresses a trigonometric identity. 
6.4 A uniqueness theorem 
W e  are now in a position to prove the following dqneness theorem. 
Theorem 6.4.1 If N 2 O (N E Z), P a polynomial of d e p e  p and f a continuous 
function on Rn-' then tzny solution to 
u E C2(II+) n Co(&) 
Au=O, z E I i +  
u=f, =€an+  
zp+= 
= o ( b )  (x E -7 14 + 4 
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is unique to the addition of a harmonic polynomid of degree N thd vunishes on 
Proof: Let v be a solution of the cmesponding homogeneous problem (f = O). It 
is equivalent to prove that v E PN and v = O on m. By the Schwarz refiection 
principle any wch v must be harmonic in Ra. The spherical harmonies expansion 
Using Lemma 6.3.3 ae have 
Let j E Z+ and O 5 m 5 p. The series in (6.16) converges d o r m l y  on compact sets 
and so may be integrated over the unit sphere term by term. Wîth the Kronecker 
delta, orthogondity of s p h a i d  harmonics gives 
The notation v(lzl5) indicates lz 1 remains fixed foc the integration. The condition 
j + p -  2m = k + p -  W is satisfied by only a finite number of k E Z+, O ( t 5 p. The 
right member of (6.19) is then a polynomial in lzl with no constant term. Integrating 
the-or der relation (6. Xi), 
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2 
shows the coefficient of lzlj in (6.19) vanishes when j > N, i.e., II II = 0. 
Rom (6.17), Y?) O for k > N. Hence, by (6.161, v(z )  r O if N = O and if N 2 1, 
The thwem follows. 
Corollary 6.4.1 If (2.6) holds for continuow f ind ion  f then u = D[f ] gives the 
unique solution to the D i a e t  p r o b l n  (2.1)-(2.3) that satufics the g r 0 6  condition 
u = o(lzlsecn~'8) (z€II+, lz l+m).  
There is a corresponding r d t  for the Neumann problem. 
Theoiem 6.4.2 If N 2 O (N E Z), P a polynomiol of degne p and g o continuous 
finction on Rn-' then any solution to 
is unique to the addition of a hamonic polynomial of degne N - 1 whose normal 
deriuutiue vanishes on a&. 
Prooj The proof is similar to that above. Let v bë a solution to the homogeneoas 
problem. Extend v to z, < O as an even fiinction, u ( z )  = Ch, lzlkk;(0)(zl), ahere 
non ~Y~)(E)/BB = O on BI[+ n BBi. Proeeeding as before, (6.20) becornes 
Ii n > 2 then N[f l  = o(secnn2 9). Thdore, the Poisson integral u = N[f l  gives 
the unique solution to the Neumann problem under the growth condition u(z) = 
o(secn-' O ) ,  since in Theorem 6.4.2 ne can take Ai = O and the degree of P at le& 
R - 2. If n = 2 and f is odd then N[fl  = o(log(1 - [ cos +[)/log r ) .  And, since we can 
take N = O we have nniqueness of u = N w  anda o(csc4). (The lowest degree odd 
polynomial is g(() = (, whieh fails this growth condition.) However, when f is not 
odd then N [ f l  = O(1og r )  and ne mu& take N = 1. Li t b i ~  case, the growth condition 
u = u(r/ sin #) does not give a unique solution. The solution wil l  be u = N [ f ]  + c 
where c is any constant. Growth estimates for the n = 2 Neumann case were given 
in Theorem 5.4.1- 
In the next chapter a aniqueriess theorem will be derived using barrier fimctions. 
Chapter 7 
A Phragmén-Lindelof Principle 
7.1 Phragmén-Lindelof Principles 
The classical Phrapén-LindelOf Principle of cornplex analysis gives an estimate for 
an analytic fnnction in a sector based on its boundary behaviour and gronth at 
infini&- 
Theorem A (Phragmén and Lindelof): Let O < o < n and let Ka be the sector 
O < 1 arg zl 5 a. If f îP analytic in Ka such that 
If (41 I 1 
See [54] for the 
limsup (f(z)ls1 f o r e a c h a E a K , ,  
original reference. 
A similar result holds for subharmonic fûnctions in cones of Rn. 
Theorem B: Let O < a 5 n and let K, be the cone {z E Rn 1 O 5 0 < a}. If 
u E C2(K,) such that 
Here p is the smaHest positive root of p(p+n-2) = Al where Al > O is the smallest 
eigendue for the problem Av + Au = O in Ka with v = O on a Ka n BBl. For the half 
space, a = n/2 and p = 1. See [17]. The nist theorem is a speual case of the second 
since if f is analytic then log 1 f (z)l is a subharmonic hction of the two variables 
xi = Re(z) and 2 2  = Zm(z). There are many other types of Phragmén-Lindelof 
Princip1es, for different differential eqnations, for different regions and with dinaent 
types of growth conditions. The works by M. R Essen [21], W. K. Hayman and P. B. 
Kenney [33], V. A. Kondrat'ev and E. M. Landis [40] and P. Koosis [41] m e y  the 
literatnre. As w d l  be seen below, a Phragmén-Lindelof Principle immediately leads 
In Chapter 2 we had the growth estimate D[f l ( z )  = O( lz 1 secn-l 0) (Corollary 2.2.1) 
and this was proven to be sharp in Chapter 3, Theorem 3.3.1. Hence, the secn-' 0 
term cannot be dropped and the Poisson integralwill not in general satisfy the premise 
of the Phragmén-Lindelof Principle (a = n/2 in this case). And yet we know from 
the spherical harmonic expansion that the Poisson integralpives the unique solution 
to the Dmcblet problem under a growth condition compatible with o(lzl secn-' 6). 
S& (6.15) and Corollary 6.4.1. Thus it is desirable to prove a Phragmért-Lindelôf 
Principle that allows divergence at the boundary. For the halt plane, F. Wolf has the 
following r d t ,  [66]. 
Theorem C: Let II+ k the hOIf plane x l  > O of B2. Let f k a non-negative 
The hct ion log+ t is log t for t > 1 and O for O < t 5 1. In this theorem the growth 
condition allows the anpaiar ninetion to be singular for any d u e  in [O, 41 provided 
its logarithm is sti l l  1;'. This includes the g~owth condition in (6.15). The proof 
of Wolf's theotem depends on construction of a conforma1 map and so is specific to 
n = 2. It d be the aim of this chapter to devehp a Phragmén-Lindelôf Prinuple in 
lï+ of Rn that dows angular blow np compatible with the estimate on the Poisson 
integral. This wiü be done using barriers. 
7.2 Barriers in the plane 
In order to prove a Phragmén-Lindelôf Prinuple we wîJl need tao lemmas. 
Lemma 7.2.1 For any demasing, metmurable finction : (0,1] + (O, oo) with 
~ ( t )  dt < ao and any positive numbet A t h m  ik O function rn : (O, 4 + (O, oo) 
najorising such that 
(ii) m is  C2 on (0,l) 
P m f i  Start with (iii), (v) and (16). Let t = tœ1I2 then $ = -W3 d€- Wnte 
ml (0 = mo(t). Condition (fi) becornes mi(€) > O. And, 
So (vi) is eqaivaent to mf(() 5 O or ml is concave. 
-3/2 Since 2 & = -[ a ne reqyire &.zl rn1(()C-'/' tif < oo in place of condition 
(v). With as given in the lemma, the hct ion ml : [1, ao) -t (O, m) is increasing 
and satisfies the above integral condition. Hence, mi([) = o ( a  as 6 ++ oo. Let 
The map [ cr a + b f i  is in V for large encmgh a and 8 so V ïs not empty. Let 
rn&) = hiv h(().  Then na2([) :[l, or>) -+ [O, oo) and is a concave, increasing majorant 
of ml. It is piecewise linear where it does not agree with ml. If 1 5 5 h then for 
all r > O there is a fnnction h' in V (depending on s and 6) so that 
W e  have 
And, c > O was arbitrary so ml(&) 5 m2(6).  Therefore, m2 is inaeasing (in the 
wide sense) on [l,ao). To prove ma is concave we have to show that 
for all a, t 2 1 and al1 O < A < 1. Snppose 1 5 s 5 t = €2. Using (7.11) n e  have 
m 2 ( h  + (1 - A ) t )  > hs(As + (1 - A)t )  - É (7.13) 
= A 4 6 )  + (1 - A)m2 (t)  - 2 6  (7.16) 
Since 6 > O i8 arbitrary it follows that m2 is concave on [l, m). 
Now show that d( < oc. Let {&}% be the set of points sach 
that Q = 1; G m  < &2n+1; d & n )  = mi(Gn) and ~ 2 ( & t + 1 )  = mi (E2n+1) ; for d t 
satisfying 6, < < (2n+1 have m&) > ml((). Let $2 C [1, cm) be the set of 
points w 4 {en) such that m2(w) = ml(w). E a  sequence of points in {&) has a finite 
l e t  then it 4 be impossible to label en sach that 52n < whenevet n < m. 
Let Vn be the semi-idmite strip 
or, q = u,,( + bn where 
Let o be measure in the &plane with weight By constrnction, rnz(t) < 
Therefore, 
Now, 
In order to smooth out r n 2  we will need to extend its domain to [O, m). Suppose 
fzm is not a limit point of $2 (for some h e d  m 2 0). Then ma is a linear fanctio11 
on [t2*, Le., ma(() = =( + b,,, whexe o, and b, are given in (7.19). Since 
~ ( 1 )  2 O it foWs that mz(l) 2 O and there is a nuxnber M 2 O mch that if 
th& ms([) 2 O for ( 2 O. And, ms is concave and increasing on [O, 00). 
W e  can molli@ ma with a convolution. Let Q : [O, 11 + [O, 11 be a C2 fimction 
with the p r o p d e s  @(t) = 0(1- t )  (even about t = 1/2), Q is increasing on (0,1/2), 
Since ma is increasing, m& exists almost everywhere and m4 is C2 on [l, 00). And, 
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The last Iine foRows h m  the change of mziab1es E - v c, v. Sinee m& may not egst 
It now follows from (7.35) and (7.38) that m&) 2 m f i )  f' E 2 1- 
And, is concave, for 
€ 
The 1st line follows from the fact that O is even about 112 impiies O' is odd about 
1/2, When O 5 s 5 112 we have ( - s 2 [ - 1 +S. Since ma i s  concave and Q f ( s )  2 0 
(O 5 s 5 112) (7.43) shows that ml;(€) 5 0. 
The bction r n d  &O ha9 finite measare with respect to o. W e  have 
Ifwe now transfimn back to the h t d  (O, 1) via ( = t" and then define m5(t) = 
-(a then ms majorises and sathdies (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi). 
Fin*, let ~ ( t )  = ms (t) - AIog t. Then on (O, l), m(t) 2 ms (t ) 2 (t ) and 
mj E C2((0, 1)) , so (i) and (ii) hold. W e  have m#) = rn; ( t)  - A/t < m#) 5 O, 
which gives (iii). As w d ,  -ma(t) t = -mk(t) t + A 2 A, giving (iv). To demonstrate 
(vi), wxite 
For (vi) , 
d d d - (-t3 m& (t))  = - (-tJ m;(t)) + (3At2) & & (7.52) 
= -4tœ3 mZ(6) + 6At (7.53) 
Eence, ms is the desired majorant. U 
Lemma - 7.2.2 Let be any demasing measurubIe fundion, : (O,  1) -+ [O, ao), 
&th IL, ~ ( t )  & < oo. For euh p > O the= LPa bomet fùnction +p : (-p,  p) + 
[O, oo) and a set Tp c IL+ satisfyng 
The boundary of Tp is piecevise smooth, The set S is the intersection of T p  and the 
21-azik, 
and a+TP = aTp n II+. 
Proofi The proof is partly based on the construction in Lemma II of [Il]. Let m > mo 
be the majorant in Lemma 72.1 with A = 3. W e  wiU be referring to the properties 
(i)-(Yi) of Lemma 7.2.1. 
There is a number O < X 5 213 snch that - mt(t) dt = 2. Indeed, let I (p )  = 
- $L, m'(t) dt. Then I(0) = O and by (iv), 1(2/3)  2 2. Due to the continaity of I ,  
the number X exists as above. 
Let 
define g on [-1,l). W e  have 
so that 
- 
The left side is an increasing fiinction of t which says that g is an increasing fnnction 
( r e d  m' < 0). 
The domain of g is [-1,l). I€ lim gft) = +m for some -1 < to < 1 then as 
t4G 
t -t t g  ne have 
Now, from (7.61), 
and l/g(t) is a decreasing hction of t so (vi) shows g' is an increasing hction. 
Therdore, g is a positive, increasing, convex fnnction on [-1,l) with g(t) + +oo as 
t -+ 1-. 
* 
Let 
Then on (-1, 1), 
Let 
f' > O? 
f' = fg > O ,  
f" = fg2+ fg' >o. 
Both f and g are hcreasing and convex so fg2 is convex and, nsing (7.70) and (7.66), 
The last inequality is nom (iv) of Lemma 72.1. 
For p > O, let 
This will be the form of the desired banier hction. We have gIi, 2 O in the set 
and $, is C2 in its interior. Rom (7.76), 5 0. We have O < X < g(0) < ac and 
f ((0 = exl?(JL-,9(t) 4 < so 
lim +p(21, x 2 )  = 2 f ( 0 ) ~ ~  < OD for each (zi, 4 in the above set. *- 
(7.79) 
Define Tp to be a subset of the set in (7.78). Let 
(See Figure 7.1.) With these definitions, (7.55), (7.56), (7.58) and (7.59) are satidied. 
It remains to show that the choice of g in (7.66) wiU give us (7.57). Note that JI, 
is singular at (fp, 0) and that in general T p  wi l l  have a casp at these points and at 
(0, 3~/ (69(0) ) ) -  
-me boundq of Tp consists of the three smooth arcs (22  = 3p/(fig(lzll/p)), 
lxl 1 < p )  (which make np PTp) and the segment [-p, p] of the zi-axis. Consider one 
Figure 7.1: The etuped region Tp 
haif of OiT,. OP, s1 = 3p/(&g(z1/p)), O I ZL < p, we have 
Since g is strictly inaeasing, it ha9 an inverse fanction go'. 
3p/(fig(zl/p)), (7.71) and (7.77) show that 
(7.81) 
On the m e  z2 = 
The last line is entded fkom the fonowing obserpations. First, the fiiactions f ,  g 
and gwi are ail inaeasing. With polar cootdmates zl = T cos 4, 2 2  = T sin4, if 
(21, tl) E P T p  then + 41 + (31(I/5~(0)))~ p. We have g(0) > P' 2 312 (second 
pasagraph of this proof) H, that r < d m p  = 3 p / f i .  Ptitting t < 3p/2/5 in 
(7.69) gives (7.70). 
7.3 Phragmén-LindelGf Principle 
These lcmmas d o w  us to prove the folIowhg Phragmén-Lindelof Principle in II+. 
The banier in Lemma 7.2.2 is extended to n-dimensions and then the Weak Maximum 
Principle is used. 
Theorem 7.3.1 Let be any decnasing meamrable function, : (O, 1) + [O, oo) , 
with rn(t) dt < m. If .rr E C2(II+) such that 
lim sup u(z) 5 O for any zo E aII+ 
zen+, 2-20 
Proofi It sufiices to prove the theorem for a hction that is larger than the piva m. 
In Lemma 7.2.1 let rn 2 % be the majorant with properties (i)-(vi). Let +, be as 
- 
in Lemma 7.2.2, (7.77), wïth f given in (?.67), g in (7.66) and J> in (7.71) - Extend 
Tp to be a subset of Rm. Let 
When n = 2, this is the same as in Fignre7.1. When n = 3, T, is a square-based 
pyramid with base cmners ( f p ,  f p ,  O) and apex (&O, 3 p ~ / & ) .  The sides, however, 
may be m e d  and join the base at a easp. W e  B+Tp = BTp n Il+ and 
Note that Tp expands to becorne II+ as p -t oo. A bamk h d i o n  is a solution 
!PP E C2(Tp) 0 Co(T, \ S) of 
(9, is not defined on S). 
a fundion of s variables in T,. And O, is singular only on S so it is a continuous 
funetion in T, \ S. Each $, is non-negative in Tp and although $, does not have a 
limit as z -t zo E S it is true that as z -, zo in T,, liminf &(z) 2 O for any zo E S. 
~ l s b ,  +, vanishes when z, = O, Izs[ < p (1 5 j 2 n - 1). To show 8, is a barrier 
function we need only pxve (7.93). 
Let z E T p  so that 2, = 3p/(fig(zl/p)), i.e., on the face tkongh zl  = p. 
Consider tao right triangles, one with vertices at P = z = ( 2 1 , ' ~ .  ,zn), Q = Y = 
(xI, - - , zn-~, O) and R = (0, za, ZJ, - - - ,z,x, O), the second with vertices at O (the 
origin), P and Q. It rin be convenient to use wtuple notation for elements of 
Rn, Let TI = lPRl and h be the angle PR and the normal to PTp through R. 
As asnd, 6 wiU be the angle between OP and the normal at O. We have angles 
LOPQ = LPQR = n/2. Therefbre, z: = [OP12 - 10QI2 = lz12 - l y l h  lPR12 - 
lQR12 = r: - 2:. And, T: = z: + 2: > Iz12 cos2 l ru, that r1 2 Izl cos 8- Also, 
tan8 = [yI/zn and t a d l  = zl/zn so tan4 = zrtane/lyl. If z is on the face 
thoagh zl = p then the minimum of zI/lyl occors when ol = (p, O, - - , O) and 
y = (p, pi - , p, O) Therefore, tanll 3 tan 91 J- = tan 6/ JZ. And, 
sec2 = l+tan2 2 1+tan2 9 / (n-1) 2 sec2 B/(n- 1) so that cos B1 < , / r i  cos 9. 
The r n k t u n  of zl/lyl is 1 so wsl1  2 cosB.  
In f ,  g and $ let rn * m(t/d=). It is readily v d e d  that rn( t /da )  
satïdes (i)-(vi) of Lemma 7.2.1 (with c) m). Take A = 3 in that lemma. Use 
(7.87) and the boaads on rl and cos fi1 above to arite 
Notice that sin$+ = By symmetry, +p(zi,sn) 2 I ~ l e " ' @ ( ~ ' )  when x E T, on 
the face tkough zi = p or zi = -p (1 5 i 5 n - 1). Therefore, if z E T p  on the 
face tkough z j = f p (for some 1 j 5 n - 1) then *,(z) 1 +JZ j, 2,) 1 z 1 em("'). 
Hence, 9, is a batrkr. 
Now, let a > O. Since u = o( lz le~( -@)  it foUows that u c Q, on a+Tp for 
stlfiiciently large p. Wnte w = u - e 9,. With p as above, 
Note that (7.101) holds in p~~ when z o  is in the Qn& set S (on an edge in 
the 2, = 0 hyperplane). For as t + z o  in T, 
The Weak M k u m  Principle, S1.2, applied to w shows that w 5 O in Tp- Finally, 
given z E II+,. let p be large enough so that z E T,. -Then, asing (7.71), (7.77) and 
(7.79) 
and É was arbitrary so u(z) < O. Herne, u 5 O in ILt. . 
Remark 7.3.1 Condition (7.90) may be nplaced with the weaker condition 
then (7.89) may G replaced by u 5 O on 8%. 
CoroUary 7J.1 Let mo be as in the theoren and f : Rn-' + R be a continuow 
finction satisfying 1 f (y r )  1 ( 1  y'[" + 1)-l dy' < 00. Then any sohrtion to 
u E c2(rI+) n GO(&) 
Au=O inII+ 
u = f on Xi+ 
u = O (lz(e"o(-*)) 
is unique and îr given by u = D [ f ] .  
Pm05 By the remart above, (7.89) may be replaced rith the condition u 5 O on 
Eul and us sa* (7.107)-(7.110) then u = ul - ut sathdies the p r d e s  of the 
theorem. Heace, v O in &. The rame is tnie for the h c t i o n  -v. Thetefore, v = O 
and ul = u*, giving uniqueness. 
Let m(t) = (n - 1) log sect. Then (7.110) becornes u = o(lz 1 secnœ1 O ) .  Corollary 
2.2.1 now shows D [fl is the unique solution. . 
7.4 Evolution of a barrier function 
The definition of the bamier in Lemma 7.2.2 ((7.61), (7.67) and (7.71)) may seem 
rather mystical but is the end r e d t  of a reasonable dain of thought. In this section 
we endeavour to give some exphnation for the choice of $. 
Barriers are ofken constrncted on bah,  for example, [26] and [55]. Suppose Tp 
in Lemma 7.2.2 was the semicirde {ç E R2 1 lzl < p , 0  < 4 < ?r). 'Dry to sulve 
(7.56)-(7.58) wïth equality- The Poisson integral for a cirde of radins p is 
The fiinction u is harmonic in the unit disc with boundary dues  u(p, 4) = h(+) (if 
h is continuous). For the semicircie problem 
take an odd reflection of h across the xl-müs, h(2x - 0) = -h(4). Then 
is the solution to (7.112)-(7.114). If u is to be a bamier fnnction for the opper 
semicirde of radius p th- h should be positive and singniar at the points (xl, s2) = 
(&p, O). Near t = O the kemel for u behaves lüe 
sint sin t 
It is necessary that Co h(t) sint & converge. This is a much more stringmt condition - 
on h than (v) imposes on m in Lemma 7.2.1 If H(#) = exp(m((m(sin4)) in (7.57) then 
S", log H ( t )  & must converge, ie., a mach weaka condition than that on h above. 
A similar r e d t  is obtained for the half b d  in HP". In this case 
where h is a function on the unit ball of HP"-? 
In the semieirele problem, the region Tp meets the zl-axis at right angles. By 
making this angIe more acute it is possible to fabricate a barrier funetion with higher 
growth. The fiuiction 
is harmonic on R2\ {O), sïngniar at the otigin and positive in the sector O < 4 < r / k .  
As k is increased the growth at the origin inmeases and the width of this sector 
decreases. A barrier can be made by adding two transhted vasions of ui. Let 

gives a b- m T,. The boundarg behaviom is 
Here A and B are positive constants. 
-We do not indade ail the detaüs of this argument as Lemma 7.2.2 indudes this 
resdt. The parpose here is to motivate the choice of baniex in that lemma. 
k 
The fanetion corresponding to in (7.57) is c s c z  4, wbich is integrable over 
(O, r). However, as k + 00 this hct ion approaches csc 4 which fails this integrability 
condition. This is an indication that J",m(t) & < oo is the correct integrability 
condition. 
The final form of the barrier in Lemma 7.2.2 can now be derived. The baffier is 
to be singnkr at ( f p ,  0) and T, ha9 a easp at these points so # must tend to zero as 
one approaches the singularïty. As 4 -t O, we have zl .- r and zz - r4. In this same 
limit , 
Both of these fùnctions are of the form 
where c is a constant (9 has been sded  by p). For s m d  X I ,  this is appmximately 
and this is similas to (7.71). 
7.5 Yoshida9s Phragmén.Lindel6f Principle 
K. Yoshida has a stronger version of the ~î-dimensiod Phragmén-Lindeliif PBnàple 
([69], Corollsry 3) . It dows angrilsr blow op as nith Wolf's d t .  To dîscaar the 
theorem the following notation is needed. His r d t s  are for a cone but ne simpiify 
to the case of a half space. If f 2 O is a rneasurable fùnction on P B l  = aBl n II+ 
then let 
St(t) = (5 E @BI 1 f (5 )  2 t). (7.131) 
For each t 2 O, Sl(t) is a subset of the upper Mit b d  P B l .  Its d a c e  area is 
designated ISf (t) 1, which is a deaeasing function of t aith ISî(0)l = w J 2 .  Denote 
its inverse by Tt. If there is more than one t giving the same d u e  ISr(t) 1 then one of 
them is chosen arbitrarily as the value of Tr(lSf (t) 1). Also, if there is a value t = to 
snch that the left and right limits of lSîl are different at to, that is 
then define ISf(to) 1 = iim,+< &(t) 1 and T&) = t for every s satigfying [Sf(t) 1 > 
s 2 liq+ o+Sf(t) 1. Then Tt is a decreasing fiindion on the interval [O, wn/2]. It 
now foUows that ISf(t)l is the ondimensional measure of the set {s E [O, -121 1 
Tf(4 1 t)* 
Theorem D (Yoshida's Phragmén-Lindelôf Principle) : Let u i e  subhamonic 
in II+ such that 
Let f : W B 1  + [O, oo) Le rneasurable so that 
and u(z) < clzlf(5) for any e > O and z = lzlZ E II+ such thut lzl > R(e), where 
R(r) U a constant depmding only on a. Then u(z) 5 O for dl z E II+. 
The fbction log+ a is d&ed to be log s if s 2 1 and O if O < s 1. Notice that 
the theorem applies to mbharmonic hctions,i.e., u is less than its mean value. See 
51.2 in Chapta 1. 
When n = 2, the tam m,/2 becornes n, the exponent on 8 in (7.134) vanishes 
and condition (7.134) reduces to WoIf's Lx condition. 
The Phragmén-Lindeliif Ptiaaple is a corollary of a theorem that replaces a 
growth condition in Rn dependent on angle aith a p d y  radial one. 
Theorem E (Yoshida): Let u be m&kmonic in Rn and let f 2 O be a meamrable 
finetion on BBi such that 
Given s > O, if then u n  constants C< 1. O and Ri(€) such that u(z) 5 E [ z ( ~  f (2)  for 
al1 x E Rn with 1x1 > Ri(€) then there constants A and Ra(€) such that 
where Ri and R2 depend o n  c only. 
The proof of Theorem E depends, dtimately, on the Mean Value Theorem. The- 
orem D then follows as a corollary on a p p d  to the angle-independent Phragmén- 
Lindelof Principle of Deny and Lelong, [17]. 
Yoshida gives an example to show that Theorem D is sharp in the sense that if 
the exponent (n - 2)/(n - 1) on s in (7.135) is replaced by any number greater than 
(n-2)/(n-1) then there ate functions f and u sa-g the premises of the theo~em 
and yet u(z) can be positive in II+. However, in the example given the fanetion f is 
singaisr only in the i, direction, Le., as 9 approaches O. For the ball BR(0) we have 
d a c e  rneamre given by dS, = Rh"-' 0 dSM whae dS,,-* is d 8 c e  measuse on 
the bdI of radius R in Rn-' and is independent of 8. Note that for n > 2, in the halt 
space, sinm-' @ vanishes only as O appmaches O. Since sinnn2 B -+ O as f -t m this 
ai& the convergence of ISf(t) [ when integrathg near 0 = O. 
Suppose f is not singalar in the direction ê,,. In this scenario sin"-* d ïs bounded 
away fiom O for B bounded away nom O. Thus ne do not get this interplay between 
Sinn-2 8 and f at the singularity of f and sinnn2 B is not a convergence factor in ISl(t) 1 
as it was in Yoshida's example. Similar remarks apply to the other angular variables 
h . Our Theorem 7.3.1 applies only when u has a growth condition as in (7.89) 
whose angular portion depends only on 8. We state a i e d t  comparing Theorem 7.3.1 
and Theorem D in this case. 
Proposition 7.5.1 Suppose satàsfies the conditions of Theonna 7.3.1. Let f = 
exp(m (cos O ) ) .  Then the condition IL., m(t) & < oo in Thconm 7.3.1 is less re- 
strictive than the condition 
in Theormr D i f  n > 2. If n = 2 the conditions a n  the sarne. 
Proof: Let m be a demeashg integrable fiuiction on (O, 11. For 2 E @Bi, let f (2 )  = 
exp(rn(cos O)). Then f is inmeashg for @ E [O, r / 2 ) .  For t 2 0, the set St(t) is 
( 5  E a+Bl 1 f (2 )  5 t ) .  As nsual, 8 is the azimuthd angle of 5 E B+Bi. We 
have Sf(t)  = Bf BI if O 5 t 5 ern('). If t 2 ern(') then 5 E Sl(t) if and only if 
m(cos 8 )  2 log t ,  Le., 
* 
6 = arccos (m-'(log t)) (7.138) 
= (m o cos)-' (log t ) .  (7.139) 
where Br" is the anit bsll in Rn-'. These results give 
W e  have written 60 = (m O cos)-'(log t). Now, 
So, ISr(t)l - (n-l)~~-~[~/2-(m0~0~)-'(10gt)] as t -+ m (since (motos)-'(s) -t */2 
as s -t 00). It now follows that 
if and only if s-("-~)/("-') m(s) is integrable at the ongin. Howeva, the condition on 
rn in Theorem 7.3.1 says th& m(s) must be integrable at the origin. Since 
Theoran D pnts a more stringent integrability condition on f than does Theorem 
7.3.1. When n = 2 these two conditions are the same* . 
Wolf's proof (see belon) shows a way to create a baxier +p and region Tp capable 
of proving Theorem D in the case that f depends only on 8. A barrier codd  be 
constnicted by the method ne employed in the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 (although Wolf 
did not use a b a x k  in his proof). This baiLLier wodd be more complicated than the 
one-ne have constnxcted. In proving Theorem 7.3.1, the planar b a n k  was used to 
b d d  an n-dimensional b k  and eventually prove the n-dimensional version of the 
Phragmén-Lindelof Principle in the case of only O dependence in the growth condition. 
It may be possible to nse this technique wïth the more genaal barrier fiom the 
Wolf proof and strengthen Yoshida's Theorem D to the case where m is (essentidy) 
bonnded at  the ongin and positive bat otheraise need s a t e  only $h m(t) & < cm. . 
Equivalently, the h c t i o n  f in Theorem D would sa* E" log+ Tf(s)  dr < +m, 
that is, the term s-(n-2)l(n-1) can be dropped from the integrand. As seen above, 
this allows the function f to be more singular so that the condition u(z) 5 ~ l z l  f (5) 
is less constraining and yet we obtain the same condusion. 
7.6 Wolf's Phragmén-Lindelof Principle 
The proof of Theorem C is based on constructing a bounded region D in II+ that has 
a ensp at angles whae rn(sin4) is singular. An expliut conformal map is prodnced 
that maps D to the unit disc and dows one to apply the Mean Value Theorem in 
a disc. Our b& approach is different fkom both the work of Yoshida and Wolf 
because it depends on the Weak M b n m  Phcipie. 
Wou's set D is star-like from the origin and D intersecta in a segment of the 
zl-axis containing the ongin. It can have a coantable number of cnsps, at angles 
between O and n, whereas oar set Tp had at most three casps and only the tao on 
the zl-axis were signiricant. The difference is that Wolf allows f (4) to be singakr 
anywhere in [O, n] so long as it is integtable aad we aüowed m(sin 4) to be singniar 
only at O and r. To extend our d t  to cover thir more general case ne would need 
to copstrpct a new region T, rith attendant b& h c t i o n  dl, that codd be sin- 
at any angle. A possible sdreme is the following. 
The fitnction J1, (7.77), was an odd fiiaction of 2 2  and waished whai zl = O. 
Suppose Tp is extended to negative values of by a rdection acmss the 21-axis. 
If qbp were extended to negative dues of zz a9 an even fiinction then it would be 
positive and continuous in the extended vasion of Tp. However, it would not be C1 
aaoss the z L - d  as its q derivative wodd have a jnmp discontinnity at 2 2  = 0. - 
Consider the Green fiinction for this new region. Wnte the uppa boundary of T, as 
the cunre 2, = cp(zl). See (7.80) for the expliut f a a l a .  Our reflected version of T,, 
is dehed by lztl < c&), for Izij < p. Let (z1,z2) be a point in this set. Write the 
Green fiuiction with source point (e, q )  in the above set as G(zi, 22; E, q)- Then 
will &O have a jump discontinuity a t  the point (zl, O). The subscript denotes partial 
derivative. It may be possible to add this to it, and obtain a C2 superharmonic 
fonction. This idea is due to Beurhg ([Il]). We wodd then have an even function 
with a cusp at (p, O). Rotation about the orïgin wodd lead to a region with a cusp 
at any desPd angle. Stimming over such fiinctions might produce a b& able to 
repiodace Wolf's Theorem C. This codd then be extended to n-dimensions as in 
7.3.1. 
Chapter 8 
Condit ional convergence 
8.1 conditionally convergent integrah 
- 
Ali of the r d  integrab appearhg so far have been Lebesgue integr&. For a Lebesgue 
integral to & it must be absolutely convergent. Ha h c t i o n  f : R -t B is oscillatory 
it may happen that the integral of 1 f 1 over B diverges but & f &ts as a conditionally 
convergent integral. If f were continuous (or continuous except on a set of measure 
zero) this wodd be the improper Riemann integral limh &-2-& f (6) 4- By 
allowing conditionally convergent integrals ne wdl extend the validity of the Poisson 
integral to a wider class of hctions than was allowed in Chapter 2. 
A more general integral than that of Lebesgne or Riemann is the Henstock- 
Kiuzweil integral (&O called gauge, generalised Riemann or Riemann complete). 
This new integral arose fiom the following defect of the Lebesgue and Riemann inte- 
grais. In the hdamenta l  Theorem of caiculus, in order for ~ , b  f(z) dz = f (a) - f (b)  , 
it most be assnmed that the desivative of f is integrable. In the Lebesgue case this 
amounts to assaming f = F' almost everywhere on [a, b] for some absoluteiy contin- 
uons fanction F. The search for a theory that indnded the ''calcultls integral" led 
A. Denjoy (1912) and O. Perron (1914) to new formulations of the integrai. (See [34] 
fa original seferences and a bisfory of Hesstock-Kurmeil integration.) Because every 
diffèrentiable hction ras the indehite mtegral of its derivative, the new integral 
has been d e d  the Riemann comptete integraL The integrals of Denjoy and Paron 
arehcuased in [58] and [29]. Udortnnately, the nen definitions were rather unwieldy 
and it reqaiced tremendous effort to devdop even simple restilts like integration by 
parts. 
A major breakthrough came 40 y- later when J. Ktuzweil (1960, [45]) and 
R. Henstock (1961, [36]) independently gave a p o n d  new formulation of the integral 
in tams of Riemann sams. The definition is simple, reqairing no measure theory. For 
a bction f : [a, b] + R, f is Henatode-Kutnoeil integrable, J" f = I ,  if and oniy if 
For al1 É > O the= îP a function d : [a, b] + (O, m) such that whenever a tagged 
division {(", [si-1, z1]}L1 f ien  by 
we have 
The tag for zl] is &. The division is said to be "6-finen whm (8.2) holds. 
The dennition is easily extended to R, without the need for "improper" integrab. If 
b = +m then we take & = +OO and define f (+=) = O and f (tn)(zn - ~ ~ - 1 )  = 0. 
Similarly if a = -oo. There is an extension to Rn as wd. U d  properties mch 
as hearity, integration on sets other than intervals, integration by parts, change of 
variable, etc. can be proven qaik readily. Expository accounts of the Henstock- 
KuÏzweil integral are in [l6], [46] and [50]. 
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The inteph of Denjoy and Perron are in fact equivalent to the above definition. 
The difference between the Henstock-KurzweiI and Riemann integraI is that 6, the 
guuge, csn non be a fiuiction rather than a constant. If f oscillates d d l y  near zo 
then d is taken to be small near zo and this forces the interval [z;-~, zi] containing 
zo to be smaU. A fitnction is Riemann integrable if and only if 6 can be taken to be 
a cqnstant. It is temarkable that the dass of Henstock-Kurzweil integrable h c t i o m  
inclodes the Lebesgue integrable fiuictiolls. In faet, the Henstock-Kurzwd integral 
reduces to the Lebesgue integral whenever we have absolute integrability. Th-, 
we immediately have all the P redts.  Henstock has since shown, [34], that the 
Henstock-Kurzweil inteprai can encompass integration over more general sets than 
Rn (division spaces) and indudes Feynman and integrals, etc. Because it 
ha9 wider applicability and is easier to define thaa the Lebesgue integral, there is a 
movement to replace the Lebesgue integral wïth the Henstodc-K~xzweil integral in 
the undergraduate cumidum. In the recent article [BI, B a d e  presents this case. 
One of the important properties of the Lebesgue integral is that integrals ova 
unbounded domains or with unbounded integrand are handled with no special proce- 
dures mch as m u t  be done with the Riemann integral. Despite its apparent similarity 
with the Riemann definition, the Henstock-Kmzweil integral has this same propaty. 
The hction sin(z)/z is integrable over (1, oo]. And, if f (1) = z2 cos(l/z2) for z > O 
and f (O) = O then S,' f' = f (1) for the Henstock-Kiuzweil integral but f' is neither 
Riemann nor Lebesgue integrable over [O, 11. The Riemann integral of f' f& to exist 
since f' is not bounded and the Lebesgue integral does not exist since 1 f f  1 is not 
integrable over [O, 11. Note bhat we have the improper Riemann integral 
z=e 
However, if f' is dianged to be zero on the rationab then this improper Riemann 
integd no longer exists bat the Henstock-Knrzweil integral is unchanged. 
With conditionally convergent integrais, the Dominated Convergence Theorem 
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no longer applies. In order to take a limit under the integrai sign of an integral that 
depends on a parameter, some condition 0th- than dominated convergence is needed. 
There has been considerable wmk in this direction and it remains an active area of 
research. RecentIy, R Bade has given necessaty and d c i e n t  conditions under 
which the iimit and htegration can be hterchenged fot Henstoclt-Kurzweil integrab. 
(See [9] and. for an addendam, [28].) These are, dortunately, not easy conditions 
to use in practise. For the Poisson integral, we d develop an ad hoc proof of the 
validity of taking limits under the integral sigo. This will be done ushg the Second 
Mean Valae Theorem foc Henstock-Kofzweil integralS. 
Second Mean Value Theorem: Suppose f and g are d - v a l u e d  functiow defned 
on [a, b], g is monotonie and f f ezists. Then there ezists e in [a, b] such that 
Note that g is bounded since we are saying g(a )  and g(b) are in R. The monotonicity 
of g then implies g is of bounded variation which shows the d e n c e  of $'fg. A 
proof for bomded intervals is given in [50]. In general, the theorem does not apply 
on unbounded intervals. However, ,since g is boanded it has a limit at a and b 
(-00 5 a < b 5 +a+ The theorem then holds with g(a) and g(b) replaced by 
th& respective limiting values. This can be seen by using a change of variables, Say 
t ++ tan t, which t rdorms  [a, b] to a finite intefval. See [50], p.64, for the change of 
variables formala in Henstock-Ktll"l~eil integration. 
8.2 A condit ionally convergent Poisson integral 
A simple example will illastrate the importance of dowing conditionaily convergent 
integrais. Consider the hc t ion  f (0 = (cos (. Let n = 2. The Poisson integral of 
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1 f 1 diverges but D[f ]  converges conditionally. The same is true with g(e) = €si.& 
Both D[f] and Db] can be evaluated ushg the regidne dculus. Let w(z )  = zeü = 
and z = xl+i Z r .  The fnnctïon w is 811alytic so u and v are harmonie. For R > O let 7~ 
be the i n t d  [- R, R] of the zl-axis and let Tir be the sernickde {Re* 1 O < q5 < rr). 
Then CR = 7~ U FR is a simpIe dosed earve in &. Let r E Iï+. We have 
Th6 Cauchy integral reptesentation gives 
since z is inside CR and = is not (or, has residne w(r)  inside CR). 
An easy estimate now shows 
Letting R + oc in (8.11) and taLing real and imaginary parts gives 
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Note that u(zl,O) = D[fl(zl,O) = f(q) = 21 cos21 and u(zl,O) = D[g](zi,O) = 
g(q) = z l ~ t i .  Thus u and v are classicd ao1utions to the haif plane Dmehlet 
problem wïth boundaty data f and g, respectivelyC 
To see what growth condition v sati&es use polar coordinates and write (abnsing 
notation again) 
~ ( r ,  4) = e*-* T [cos + ain(t cos 4) + sin 6 ms(r cos 4)] (8.15) 
- .-+.in+ rtsht(q5 + rcosq5). (8.16) 
We have 
so V(T, 4) = O(r). And, v(r, 4) # +). Let z(q be a sequence aith components 
21) = r/2+2j?r and zf) = j-l. On th, sequence v approaches I&)l so v(v, 4 )  # O(.). 
However, let h(+) be any bounded positive fnnction on (O,%) that tends to O as 
q5 tends to O or R. Then v(r,+)  = o(r/h(#)) as z + o~ in II.+. To see this, let 
M > O be a bound on h. Given O < a < M, we show that t a h g  t large enough 
gives[v(r, #)h(q5)/rl < s. There is no loss of generaliw in assuming O < 4 5 n/2. 
Let H(r, 4) = e+"*h(+). By (8.16) it d c e s  to show H(r, #) + O. For x E II+ 
wit h r > log( Ml r)  , either r sin 4 > log(M/e), in which case E ( r  , 4) < c, or r sin 4 
log(M/s). In this instance we have O < 4 5 (1r/(2t))log(M/a). Because h has iimit 
O as q5 -+ O, there is a fiindion 6 : (O, M j  + (0,7r/2] such that O < h(#) < a whenever 
O < t$ < &). To make H(T, 4) < g take T > (n/(26(~))) log(M/~). 
The same order relation holds for u = Dk]: These h c t i o m  exhibit the most 
mild angular blow up possible. Note also that u and v have exponential decay dong 
every ray from the oai& but are still not O(+). Of course, the exponential decay 
is not d o m  in 4. This example can be extended to n-dimensions by writing 
U ( x )  = u(zl, 2,) = D[F]( z )  whexe now F(y) = f (zl). As above, the integral cail be 
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8.3 Growth estimates 
Conditiondly convergent Poisson integrals have many of the same properties as their 
absoIutely convergent counterparts. The gronth estimates are the same and they are 
classical soLutions of the Dirichlet problem when the data is continuous. Proving the 
grokh estimate reqyires intdapging limits and integration. If J"-- 1 f (c) 1 (t2 + 
1)-' tif < ao then JE-, f (e)(e + r2)-' df + O as T + W. This depends on the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem which is no longer applicable. Instead we have the 
Proof: Wnte 
where g(e) = (p + l)/(P +r2). We have g'(6) = 26(r2 - 1)(t2 + r2)-I so O 5 g(6) 5 1 
and g is an haeasing fnnction of KI for r > 1. By the remark above, the Second Mean 
v b  Theorem applies on any sabinteryal of [-oo , O] or [O, +w] with g(f 00) = 1. 
Rom the hypothesis, the hction f ([)(P + 1)-' is integrable over any subintenml 
of the real line and limN+OO jTM - f (O(€' + 1)-l df = O. Hence, given e > O there is 
N(e) > O such that 1 SgN f(Q(t2 + 1)-'@1 < €13. NOW apply the Second Mean 
Value Theorem. There exist numbers ci and c2 such that O 5 cl 5 N 5 c2 5 +oo 
and 
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As in the abso1utely convergent case, the conditionally convagent Poisson integral 
has the follotKing properties. 
Proposition 8.3.1 If D[f ]  ezùts for one valtic of z in II+ then it &ts on al2 of 
&- 
Proof S~ppose (20, y ~ )  E II+ and D[f](zo,  y ~ )  converges. Let (zl, 4 E IL+ and write 
h(6) = (p - 2&0 + r$)/(t2 - 2&1+ r2), whae a = (2; + y,Z)112. Then 
If l( has no red roots then h is monotonic. Othaaise, let [- < [+ be the roots of h' 
and write 
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Each hction is bomded, continnous and monotonie. And, h = hl + hl + ha- 
Wnting 
the proposition follons since the prodact of an integrabIe fiipction and one of bounded 
variation is integrable. W e  have etten fo fa f (()/(t2 -2Czo + (3). . 
Proposition 8.3.2 If se=-, f (€1 (t2 + i)-= <y converges for a continuous finction f 
then u = D [ f ]  is a solution of 
A proof is given for the Dirichlet problem in a dise in [LOI. W e  skip the proof and 
instead concentrate on proving a growth estimate fm D [ f ] .  
Theorem 8.3.1 If &:-, f (()(t2 +1)-' 4 converges then D [f] (r, 4) = O(+ urc 4) as 
x -, aa in-.  
Prooj5 Write 
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The &st integrd in (8.31) goes to O as r + oo by Lemma 8 -3.1. Now show the second 
With no loss of geneiality, take O < 4 5 4 2 .  When ( 2 O we have 
Therefote, the rnaxhtlpl of g for ( 2 O occurs at 6 = r and is g ( r )  = cos # (1 + cos 4). 
Let 
and 
The fimction p is continuous and decreasing and q is continuous and increashg. And, 
Applying the Second Mean Vdue Theorem as in Lemma 8-3.1 shows that all three 
integrals in (8.40) tend to zen, as r tends to infinity. The same holds mie when 
integrating over the negative r d  line. The theorem follows. U 
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8.4 Abel's test 
Several authors have investigated conditions anda which the operations of limit 
and integration can be mtachanged when integrating sequences of hctions, i-e., 
lim $ f, = S f where lim f, = f. The crïtma obtained so far are mostly based 
on a specid type of absolnte continuity of the indefmite integral of f, and are not 
easy to apply in practise. See [35], [46] and [48]. With the Riemann integral, we - j* taking a limit under an integral sign by proving / f, converges nnif'dy 
in n. Usenil d u e n t  tests for naiform convergence in the case of conditional con- 
vergence are those of Dirichlet and Abel. The conjectnted form of Abel's test for 
Henstock-Kurzweil fanctions is the followhg. 
Abel's test: Let {fk) and {gk) be sequences of Hemtock-Kumeil inteegable f2uic- 
tions on [a, b] (-00 < a < b 5 +cm). If $k f k ( t )  & converges unifonnly for k 1 1, 
i fgk  is u n i f o d y  bounded on [a,Y and i f g k ( t )  is a rnonotonic function of t for each 
fied k 2 1, then JL fk(t)a(t) dt converges t i n i f o d y  for k 2 1. 
Dirichlet's test is similar. Abel's test is proved in (571 when dl fnndions in the 
sequenees {fk) and {gh) are conthuous. The proof does not carry over in an obvions 
way to Kenstock-Kurmeil integrab. Note that we were able to employ the Second 
Mean Vdne Theorem in Lemma 8.3.1 because g ( t )  = (e2 + 1)/(e2 +r2) + 1 as ( + oo 
for each value of r except T = oo. Since there was ody one point where we did not 
have g(6) + 1 pointwise it was easy to isolate this one bad point by integrating 
in a neighbourhood of M t y .  The general case where ne have h o s t  everywhere 
convergence reqaires more cate. We will leave the proof of Abel's test as a goal for 
the fbtnre- 
Chapter 9 
Furt her work and conclusions 
9.1 h t h e r  work 
There are several straightforward additions to the work indaded here. 
(i) The method of Theorem 2.2.1 riil certainly apply to d e t i v e s  of D [ f ]  and we 
can find estimates under the condition IR,-, 1 f (y') la(ly'lb + 1)-l dyf < w- SMilarly 
with FAa[f] and its derivatives, once we use 1 KM[ < dl K sM (1 + s)'~-', s = 141 lyf1 9 
(3.33). This is for A 2 112. There was a similar estimate on (KM[ when O < A 5 112. 
(ii) The estimates eany through unchanged if we replace the Lebesgue meamrable 
data f by a Borel meastue. 
(iü) The Poisson integral for the cone 
can be calculated using the Mellin t r d o r m  ([15], p. 212). We can obtain estimates 
as bdore. The k t i o n  rœrnWla s in (md/a )  is harmonic in R2 \ {O) and vanishes on 
the boandary of Km. It can take the place of r- sin(m0) in the derivation of a barrier 
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(87.4) and we can p v e  a Pbragt~én-LbdelOf PBnuple in the cone. Yoshida states 
his tesults in [69] for a cone. 
(iv) Suppose g is a hct ion on (O, 00). Then for u(z) = g(zJ &m-I f (y') K(X, z, y') dg' 
we have the shatp estimate u(z) = o(g(z.,) secU 8) (under (3.4)). It may happen that 
u is the solution of a ha@ space botlpdary d e  problem. In Cartesian coordinates, the 
differentid operator for mch a problem wodd have to have coefBaents that depended 
only on Iyl and z,,. It should be possible to h d  alt such linear operators. For example, 
there are solutions of form Z E ~ Z ~ @  (and hence of the above type) for the generalised 
w&ein equation 
where p and q are parameters. Many references to this eqnation are given in [4] and 
P7I 
(v) With all of the r e d t s  obtained for FAa[f], there are analogues for the logatithmic 
kernd (necessary and snfncient conditions for existence of the modiiied kernel, M a 
function of y', expansions at infinity, etc.). 
(vi) In the Robin problem, a l i n s  combination of f and its normal derivative are 
speded on the boundary. There is a solution integral ([27]) and we can repeat the 
caldations that were done for the Poisson integral. 
(viij The integral representation, (3.23), 
can be used to define the modified kernel KM. Then KM wil l  be defined for any 
complex number M and, in pdcular ,  for M # Z. The Gegenbauer hct ions  are 
defined through hypetgeometnc fûnctions when M 4 Z. (They won% be polpomiah 
anpore.) The following resdt is easy to prove. 
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Proposition 9.1.1 Let KM be defied for M > O 6y (9.3) and Ka = K. Tiren 
ho& for M 2 1. 
An induction argument now shows that if M 2 1 then 
where O < Mo = M - LM1 < 1. So, for M 2 O, KM is determined by Kpq. The 
growth properties of fia[fl will be the same as when M was an integer. These - 
integrals are hannonic but wdl not take on correct boundary vaLues on a&. The 
modified kernels are ratha U e  the f;rinctions +a sin(a4) and rfa cos(a4) in IR2 when 
a E IP. They may be nsehrl in cones. Further investigation is called for. 
(viii) When M is a fiuiction of y' we had the growth estimate, Theorem 4.3.2, 
where 
and p = 2A - 1 when A 2 112 and p = O when O < X 5 112. It wodd be interesthg 
to determine the behaviour of G(z) as lzl + ao. Some fiuther assumption on M 
wodd almost catainly be necessary, wch as M monotonie increasing. 
(ix) T a g  distributional data continues the theme of extending the vaiidity of the 
Poisson integral. For example, if 6 is the Dirac distribution then 
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This fiuiction is harmonic in Rn \ {O) and vanishes on ûII+ (only tangentiany at the 
&gin). h R2, taking data as daivatives of b gives the f d y  of solutions r- sin(m4) 
for rn = 0,1,2, - - . Notice that each fiuiction safisfies the Poisson integrd growth . 
condition O(+/ sin 4) . 
Suppose f is a contipuous firnction on II and g is a monotonie differentiable 
hct ion  on R with one real mot- Thea 
This formula appears, for example, in [39]. Now, let g(t) = l / t .  Proceeding fomally, 
we have 
If we non let f be the Poisson kemel (with XI and 2 2  as parameters) then 
Carrying out a similar caldation with the derivative of 6 gives 
h a simüar manner we can generate the harmonic polynomials that vanish on 
Notice that neither of the above hctions sstisfies the Poisson intepraigrowth condi- 
tion. Consider p = 609 as a measnite. Then for each i n t d  Ii = [i, i+l] u[-(i+l), -il 
we have p(&) = O so ~ ~ c < ( I ~ )  = O. But, u&Ii = R and p(B) = +m. Theref'ore, 
p is not countably additive. There is more to be done here! 
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(x) The spherical hannonicg expansion has an analogue for 0th- equations aad re- 
gions. What made this expansion particularly appealing ras that the Fourier series 
(in Gegenbauer poIynomials) was also in ascending powers of lz 1 . This will not be the 
case for 0th- operatm or regions bat uniqueness theorems may still be obtainable. 
(xi) W e  can look at mnditiondy convergent integrab when n > 2 and also try to 
prove Abel's test. 
More nebnlous extensions are as fobws. 
The b- method of proving the Phragmén-Lindeliif Principle has been extended 
d o r m l y  elliptic operators by D. Gilbarg and E. Hopf in [26] and [37]. A barrier 
for the Laplacian capable of proving the Phragmén-Lindellof P ~ c i p l e  with growth 
O(T)  in the half plane (i.e., without an@ blow up at the boundary) is 
Compare with (7.118). Gilbarg and Hopf then defined a barrier for the elIïptic equa- 
tion by writing P = h(+,,). They were able to fmd a hction h that wodd make 
ik ihe desired elliptic barrier by solving a Werential inequality for h. Being able 
to do this depended on the simple form of d>. It may now be possible to take the 
barrier fiom Theorem 7.3.1 and repeat this procedure to prove a Phragmén-Lindelof 
Prinuple for d o d y  elliptic operators wïth blow up allowed at the boundary. It 
was pointed out before that Wolf has a b e e r  for an@ blow up bat it seems too 
complicated for this task. However, the b k e r  fiom Theorem 7.3.1 may be simple 
enoagh to carry out the method of Gilbarg and Hopf. In fact, thia was the onpmal 
motivation for the b& constructions in ch apte^ 7. 
(ii) We have considered only pointwise growth, both for oar estimates of the Poisson 
integraland in the Phragmén-I;indelOf Principle. A next step wodd be to investigate 
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some sort of mean growth for the Poisson htegrd. h [67], Yoshida has ased the 
NevanliMa norm, 
to obtain a Phragmén-Lindellof Prinaple. And, in [56], A.Yu. Rashkovskii &O obtains 
Phragmén-Lindellof P ~ c i p l e s  aith an htegta growth condition. 
(iü) There are some very g e n d  representation formulas for solutions of eniptic prob- 
l w -  For example, [12] and [2]. The techniques ased here might have some applica- 
bility in detezminiag growth for these eniptic problems. 
9.2 Conclusions 
The goals of this thesis were to obtain g~owth estimates for the Poisson integral, 
to extend the validity of this integral and to consider uniqueness for the half space 
problem. 
By ushg the haK space kemel K(A, o, y'), we were able to estimate the Dmcblet 
and Neumann solutions under the most generd convergence conditions for which these 
integrals converge. The technique was application of the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem after some dgebraic manipnktion of the keniel. An integral representation 
of the modXed kernels led to a growth estimate hem as well. Also, for any given 
continuons hc t i on  it is possible to constract a convergent modified Poisson integral. 
A growth estimate was foand in this case. An important new definition of sharpness 
for a growth condition was introdnced. This dowed as to prove that oar growth 
estimates were the best possible. This portion of the thesis is largely independent 
of existing theory, our pointwise estimates being unda more general conditions than 
considered by most authors. There is good reason to believe that techniques used 
here will be applicable to otha equations with explicitly known solutions. 
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The c o ~ c t i o n  of a barrier hinction proceeded by fitst considering the basic 
shpaiat solution u(r,$) = r-sin(M) in the plane. The bamiet was s9ignlar at 
the b o d a r y  of the haf space and gave a Pluagmén-Lindekif Prinaple that allowed 
angakr blow np in accard with the pwth  d a t e  for the Poisson integraL An 
outcome of this was a unîq~~esess theorem that showed the Poisson integratwas the 
unique solntion under a pwth condition that was not unduly constraining. The 
spherical harmonies erpansion gare a si& redt .  Methods for extendhg these 
r e d t s  to other eIliptic equations hsve been proposed. 
The applicability of the Poisson integdwas fiirther increased by considering it as 
a Henstock-Kurzweil integral. The growth estimate was the same as for absolutdy 
convergent integralS. 
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